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Abstract
Saddle-point problems arise in a variety of applications, from finance to physics,
including liquid crystals research, solid mechanics, and fluid dynamics. These linear
systems are often challenging to solve due to their indefiniteness, and many common
preconditioners yield poor performance or fail altogether, unless closely tailored to
the application. Multigrid methods are, however, known to provide efficient, optimal
methods for a variety of problems. Here, we consider multigrid-based preconditioning techniques for saddle-point problems that arise in fluid dynamics simulations,
primarily focusing on the use of monolithic multigrid methods that treat all variables
in the system at once.
The first application we consider is the numerical solution of the incompressible
Stokes equations. This system is used to model low Reynolds number flows that are
very viscous or tightly confined, such as in geophysical or hemodynamic simulations.
We explore a discontinuous Galerkin finite-element discretization in which the resulting velocity field is exactly divergence-free. Due to the saddle-point structure of
the resulting linear system and the complex nature of the discretization, specialized
preconditioning methods are required. Here, we compare block-factorization preconditioners, using multigrid as an approximate inverse for the velocity block, with
fully-coupled multigrid preconditioners that utilize extended versions of well-known
relaxation techniques. Parameter studies for each of these preconditioners as well
as serial timing studies are shown.
The second application is magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), which couples the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with Maxwell’s equations and is used to
model the behavior of a charged fluid in the presence of electromagnetic fields. This
is a system of nonlinear partial differential equations; thus, we use a Newton-Krylov
approach and study the use of monolithic multigrid preconditioners for the linear
systems that arise from the linearization and finite-element discretization of the
problem. We first consider a vector-potential formulation of resistive MHD, and
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extend the well-known Vanka and Braess-Sarazin relaxation schemes to the case of
this block-3 × 3 saddle-point problem. After showing parameter and timing studies
for this problem, we extend these approaches to a discretization that uses a second
Lagrange multiplier to enforce the solenoidal constraint. Numerical studies for a
variety of test problems are shown.
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Multigrid-based preconditioning for saddle-point problems

2

Chapter 1
Introduction
Problems of saddle-point type arise in a variety of applications, from scientific and
engineering fields to finance and economics. In linear algebra terms, a saddle-point
problem is a linear system of equations, Ax = b, that can be represented as a block2 × 2 system of the form
⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ F B1T ⎥ ⎢x1 ⎥ ⎢b1 ⎥
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ ⎥,
Ax = ⎢
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢B2 −K ⎥ ⎢x2 ⎥ ⎢b2 ⎥
⎣
⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

(1.1)

where F ∈ Rn×n , B1 , B2 ∈ Rm×n , and K ∈ Rm×m [13]. In this thesis, and often
in practice, we have that B1 = B2 = B, at least up to nonsymmetric elimination
of boundary conditions (i.e., eliminating rows but not columns), and that K = 0.
Indeed, it is from this situation that the term “saddle-point problem” arises because
solutions, x∗ = (x∗1 , x∗2 )T , of (1.1) correspond to saddle points of the Lagrangian
1
L(x1 , x2 ) = xT1 F x1 − bT1 x1 + (Bx1 − b2 )T x2 .
2
Due to indefiniteness and often poor conditioning, saddle-point problems represent a considerable challenge for the development of efficient numerical solvers
and preconditioners. As saddle-point problems arise in such a wide variety of applications, many solver technologies have been developed and are often specifically
designed around a particular application. A recent survey of known strategies can
be found in [13]. As noted in that work, however, there are a few broad classes of
generally applicable preconditioning techniques that are effective across a variety
of saddle-point problems. Multilevel and multigrid algorithms are known to have
optimal convergence properties for solving many types of linear and nonlinear systems [18, 19, 90], and saddle-point systems are no exception [2, 15, 40, 55, 56, 59, 62,
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81, 90, 93, 98]. In this thesis, we investigate preconditioners for saddle-point problems that leverage the performance benefits of multigrid methods. In particular,
we emphasize so-called “monolithic multigrid” methods, in which all variables in a
coupled system are treated simultaneously.
With a plethora of potential applications to choose from, we consider two cases
that stem from fluid dynamics. First, we consider the Stokes equations, modeling
creeping flow or confined flow such that convection is impossible or at least negligible. Then, we investigate the equations of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), in which
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics are strongly coupled
to Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism to model the behavior of electrically
charged fluids. The Stokes equations are a coupled system of linear partial differential equations (PDEs) that, upon the application of an appropriate discretization
method, directly yield a linear system of the form shown in Equation (1.1). As the
equations are linear, this system provides a relatively simple testing ground for the
development of effective preconditioners. In contrast, the equations of MHD are nonlinear, and a linearization technique, such as Newton’s method, must be applied.
As a result, the discretized linearizations change with each step in the nonlinear
solver and, therefore, present additional challenges for linear solvers. Moreover, the
discrete linearizations result in systems of the form (1.1), but in which each of the
blocks is itself a blocked matrix, which makes the application of “classical” methods
for saddle-point problems more difficult.
The remaining sections of the introduction will provide high-level background on
the necessary topics for the later chapters. In particular, Section 1.1 provides some
background on the physical models that we use as examples here, and references are
provided for those seeking deeper understanding of the physics that is outside the
scope of this thesis. Then, Section 1.2 discusses the basic principles of geometric
multigrid methods, and Section 1.3 highlights features of saddle-point problems that
make multigrid more difficult and ways in which we circumvent these issues. The
remainder of the thesis is outlined in Section 1.4.

4

1.1

Physical Models

We begin with the Navier-Stokes model of incompressible fluid dynamics. Chapter 0
of [37] provides a sufficient derivation of these equations for our purposes; however,
more details and a thorough discussion of fluid dynamics may be found in [11, 58,
60, 65, 89]. The equations in a domain Ω ⊂ R3 are written
ρ(

where ε(u) =

1
2

∂u
+ u ⋅ ∇u) − ∇ ⋅ (2µε(u)) + ∇p = f ,
∂t

(1.2)

∇ ⋅ u = 0,

(1.3)

(∇u + ∇uT ) is the Newtonian strain-rate tensor. Here, the primitive

variables are the fluid velocity, u, and the fluid pressure, p. The physical parameter
ρ is the fluid density, and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. In our studies,
these values are taken to be constant throughout the domain.
Equation (1.2) is known as the “momentum equation” and Equation (1.3) is the
“continuity” or “conservation of mass” equation. By rearranging (1.2), we observe
the balance of forces in the momentum equation:
∂u
+ u ⋅ ∇u) = −∇p + ∇ ⋅ (2µε(u)) + f .
®
∂t
± ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶ external
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶ pressure
viscous
ρ(

(1.4)

inertial

When the viscous dissipation term in (1.4) strongly overpowers the inertial terms, we
may consider a model that ignores the inertial (advective) ones. This simplification
leads to the Stokes equations, which are then written
−∇ ⋅ (2µε(u)) + ∇p = f
∇ ⋅ u = 0,

(1.5)
(1.6)

in a domain Ω ⊂ R3 .
When f in the momentum equation, (1.2), includes the electromagnetic Lorentz
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force (i.e., magnetic fields acting on the fluid or plasma), we must couple the NavierStokes equations with Maxwell’s equations, leading to the MHD model of charged
fluids or gases [46,47,65]. This model is critically important in applications of fusion
reactors, such as tokamaks, as well as the modeling of astronomical phenomena such
as solar flares. There are many formulations of the system of differential equations
used to express the MHD model, each arising from certain assumptions about the
physical regime, such as Ideal MHD, Hall MHD, and Extended MHD. Additionally,
one can consider models in which the ions and electrons are considered as two
separate but interacting fluids, called Two-Fluid MHD. In this thesis, we consider
the one-fluid, incompressible, resistive MHD model. This formulation results from
the application of a resistive form of Ohm’s law, written as
ηj = E + u × B,

(1.7)

where η is the magnetic resistivity, j is the current density, E is the electric field, u
is the fluid velocity, and B is the magnetic field.
The final form of the system of partial differential equations that we consider is
ρ(

1
∂u
+ u ⋅ ∇u) − ∇ ⋅ (2µε(u)) + ∇p − (∇ × B) × B = f
∂t
µ0
∂B
η
− ∇ × (u × B) + ∇ × ( ∇ × B) = g
∂t
µ0

(1.8)
(1.9)

∇⋅u=0

(1.10)

∇ ⋅ B = 0,

(1.11)

where µ0 is the permeability of free space, and f and g are external forces applied
to the fluid and the magnetic field, respectively.
Here, Equation (1.8) is the fluid momentum equation. Equation (1.9) is a statement of Faraday’s law that describes the evolution of the magnetic field, B. The first
divergence-free constraint, (1.10), is the incompressible conservation of mass equation. The other constraint here, (1.11) is the solenoidal constraint that assumes no
magnetic monopoles. An important characteristic of this system is the presence of
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coupling terms in each of Equations (1.8) and (1.9). First, the (∇ × B) × B term in
(1.8) is the Lorentz force, which is the force exerted upon the fluid by the magnetic
field. Additionally, ∇×(u×B) in (1.9) is the magnetic convection term, the opposite
to the Lorentz force, representing the force exerted upon the magnetic field by the
flow of the fluid.

1.1.1

Numerically solving the nonlinear system

As the MHD system is nonlinear and continuous, we must linearize and discretize
the equations. In principle, this can be done in either order, and should yield
similar results. In Chapter 3, we first discretize the equations and then linearize the
discretized system using automatic differentiation, and in Chapter 4, we consider
linearizing first, and then discretizing the linearized system. As an overview, we
briefly illustrate the latter procedure of linearization followed by discretization.
We employ Newton’s method to linearize the equations. Newton’s method starts
with an initial guess, x0 , and computes a sequence of updates in the form of xn+1 =
xn + δx. The updates, δx, are computed by solving a coupled system of linear
equations that takes the form:
J(xn )δx = −R(xn ),

(1.12)

where J(xn ) is the Jacobian of the system around the vector xn , the current iterate; R(xn ) is the nonlinear residual of (1.8)-(1.11) at xn . Thus, Newton’s method
requires solving a sequence of linear problems.
To numerically solve this linear system, we discretize (1.12) using mixed finiteelement methods [14, 23, 28, 37]. In particular, by partitioning the problem domain,
Ω, into a triangulation of elements, T h , and representing the component functions of
x = (u, B, p)T and δx = (δu, δB, δp)T as finite sums of finite-element basis functions,
we arrive at discrete linear systems of the form
J h (xhn )δxh = −Rh (xhn ).

(1.13)
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Now, J h (xhn ) is the discrete Jacobian operator, which will have a 3×3 block structure
for the formulation in Chapter 3 and a 4 × 4 block structure for the formulation in
Chapter 4, δxh is the unknown update vector, and Rh (xhn ) is the discrete nonlinear
residual vector. In the formulations below, we use stable combinations of elements,
and because of this, K = 0 in Equation (1.1); this is not the case for stabilized
formulations [37].
To solve the discrete linear systems (1.13), a number of methods may be employed. Here, we consider using iterative Krylov methods [78], namely the GMRES
method [79]. Using these iterative methods to solve the linear systems that arise
from Newton’s method results in so-called Newton-Krylov methods. Due to the
saddle-point structure of (1.13), we must utilize an effective preconditioner for the
linear system. Because of the well-known optimality of multigrid methods for a wide
variety of problems, we consider multigrid-based preconditioning methods.

1.2

A review of multigrid

Geometric multigrid methods were originally developed as optimal solution algorithms for boundary-value problems of elliptic partial differential equations [16–21,
29, 96]. The foundational idea of multigrid is to consider the error in a given approximation to the solution of an equation as consisting of oscillatory and smooth
components or modes. Multigrid methods are primarily characterized by using two
complementary processes to resolve this error in a given approximation, a “relaxation” or “smoothing” scheme to damp the highly oscillatory modes and a “coarsegrid correction” to resolve the smooth modes.
Since multigrid methods are concerned with the elimination of all modes of the
error, which is generally an unknown quantity, it would be helpful to have a way to
access information about it. Let the linear system in question be represented as
Ax = b.

(1.14)
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Figure 1.1: The error in solving a finite-element discretization of ∇ 2 u = 0 using
several sweeps of the (forward) Gauss-Seidel algorithm from a random initial guess.
On the left, we see the error in the approximation after three iterations have been
applied, and on the right, we see the error after six iterations have been applied.
Suppose the true solution is x∗ and the current approximation is xn . Then the error
in the approximation is the vector en = x∗ − xn . The error in a given approximation
can be indirectly accessed via the residual equation, r = b − Ax. Notice that we can
write the residual of the current approximation as
rn = b − Axn = Ax∗ − Axn = A(x∗ − xn ) = Aen .

(1.15)

Many classical iterative methods, such as the Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi iterations,
are able to quickly damp the oscillatory modes of the error in an approximation to
the solution of an elliptic problem, but are much slower to resolve the smooth modes
in the error; see [88], for example. This process is illustrated in Figure 1.1 for the
point Gauss-Seidel iteration applied to a finite-element discretization of the Laplace
Equation, ∇ 2 u = 0, with a random initial guess. Even for a very large number
of iterations, however, this method will be ineffective for damping the remaining
smooth error.
On the other hand, smooth modes of the error may be resolved by solving a
projected problem on a coarser grid and interpolating a correction back to the fine
grid. Equation (1.15) shows that the remaining error in the approximation, en , may
be represented as Aen = rn . This equation is no simpler than the original equation,
(1.14), but provides a way to represent the error on a coarser grid, where the problem
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size will be smaller than on the fine grid. Because of the reduced problem size, we
can efficiently apply a direct solver to the projected problem, and then interpolate
the result back to the fine grid. In the case of a single coarse grid, this method
becomes the two-grid method: relax on the fine grid, project the residual to the
coarse grid, solve the residual equation for the error, interpolate the error to the
fine grid, and relax again on the fine grid. If we consider recursively applying this
two-grid method as the solver on the coarse grid, we arrive at the recursive definition
of the multigrid cycle [29].
Algorithm 1: The general multigrid algorithm.
Function y h = MG(y h ,bh ,µ,ν1 ,ν2 ):
if h is coarsest grid then
Solve Ah y h = bh
else
Relax ν1 times on Ah xh = bh with given initial guess y h
Restrict: b2h ← R(bh − Ah y h )
Set coarse-grid guess: y 2h ← 0
Call MG(y 2h ,b2h ,µ,ν1 ,ν2 ) µ times: y 2h ← MG(y 2h ,b2h ,µ,ν1 ,ν2 )
Prolong and correct: y h ← y h + P y 2h
Relax ν2 times on Ah xh = bh with initial guess y h
end
end
In this algorithm, we have used externally defined grid-transfer operators, P and
R, for interpolation and restriction, respectively. The construction of these operators
is the subject of much research, and choices range from geometric methods that
exploit the physical properties of the domain and the discretization [18, 29, 37, 90]
to purely algebraic approaches that do not require the notion of a physical grid and
instead utilize the properties of the matrix, Ah [22, 24–26, 76, 92]. For the purposes
of this work, we consider geometric grid transfers that exploit the underlying grids
and the finite-element discretization. Additionally, we have externally formed the
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Figure 1.2: A graphical description of a 4-level multigrid V-cycle, in which a direct
solve has been used on the coarsest grid.
coarse-grid operator, A2h . Again, there are a variety of ways to form this operator.
The two methods considered here are rediscretization of the PDE on the coarse grid,
and the Galerkin coarse-grid operator: A2h = RAh P .
We consider two possible values for the parameter µ. First, µ = 1 results in
the “V-Cycle” with ν1 pre-relaxation steps and ν2 post-relaxation steps, which is
typically written as the V(ν1 , ν2 )-cycle. A graphical depiction of this cycle for four
levels is shown in Figure 1.2. The choice µ = 2 results in the “W-Cycle”, which, for ν1
pre-relaxation steps and ν2 post-relaxation steps, is written as the W(ν1 , ν2 )-cycle.
This cycle is shown for four levels in Figure 1.3.

1.3

Multigrid for saddle-point problems

Multigrid methods that are effective for scalar PDEs often require extra effort to apply them to systems of differential equations [19, 62, 90]. The common Gauss-Seidel
and Jacobi schemes that are effective for scalar operators such as the Poisson equation are often no longer effective or even applicable for systems of PDEs in which
the matrices resulting from finite-element discretization are no longer diagonally
dominant. In fact, in the case in which K = 0 in (1.1), there is an entire block of
zero entries on the diagonal of A, and, therefore, the point Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi
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Figure 1.3: A graphical description of a 4-level multigrid W-cycle. Due to space
limitations, only the outermost operations have been labeled. Interpret all circular
nodes as relaxation nodes; all downward-pointing arrows as coarsening and restriction steps; all square nodes as direct solves; and all upward-pointing arrows as
prolongation and correction steps.
iterations are not defined for these matrices. There are two common methods for
dealing with this issue. The first is typically termed “block-factorization preconditioning”, and involves manipulating the constituent blocks of the Jacobian operator
and decomposing the global problem into subproblems that may be solved individually using traditional multigrid methods, such as algebraic multigrid [34–37, 44, 54,
66,84,91,94]. The second method is “monolithic” or “fully-coupled” multigrid. This
requires developing fully-coupled relaxation and grid-transfer strategies that allow
multigrid to be applied directly to the full system and lead to representations of the
entire problem on coarse levels [15, 19, 20, 40, 41, 55, 56, 59, 62, 69, 93, 98]. While we
investigate the former approach in Chapter 2, the bulk of this thesis is concerned
with methods that fall into the latter category.
One class of fully-coupled relaxation schemes is referred to as “box” or “collective” relaxation, owing to the fact that blocks or “collections” of degrees of freedom
are updated simultaneously [13, 69, 90]. A well-known example is the method of
Vanka [93], which was developed for a Marker-and-Cell (MAC) finite-difference discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations. It has since been applied to and analyzed
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for the Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations in many settings [56, 59, 62–64, 81, 86].
This method solves a series of small subproblems on overlapping collections of degrees of freedom in a block Gauss-Seidel fashion. It is important to note that despite
the fact that point Gauss-Seidel methods cannot be used for these problems, properly designed block Gauss-Seidel methods are still applicable. Further technical
details on the formulation of this method for the Stokes equations can be found
in Section 2.4.1, and its extension to MHD appears in Sections 3.3.1 and 4.3.1. A
brief example of the error-smoothing property of this technique is shown in Figure
1.4, where it is applied to a discretization of the Stokes operator using Taylor-Hood
(P2 − P1 ) mixed finite elements with a zero right-hand side and a random initial
guess. We see from this figure that the smoothing in this case is very quick, with a
very smooth error already becoming evident after only three iterations.
As an alternative to the local collective relaxation techniques above, another
class of coupled relaxation schemes is known as “distributive” relaxation schemes,
in which a correction is computed and distributed across a global vector of unknowns
[20,69]. Within this family of relaxation schemes, we consider the pressure-correction
scheme of Braess and Sarazin [15]. Whereas the Vanka method treats small, local
collections of degrees of freedom at once, the Braess-Sarazin method solves a greatly
simplified, global saddle-point problem with each sweep. The technical details of
this method as we consider it for the Stokes problem appear in Section 2.4.2. The
method is further extended to the case of MHD in 3.3.2 and 4.5. Meanwhile, a brief
example is shown in Figure 1.5, using a diagonal preconditioner for the F -block in 1.1
and a direct solve for the update. There, it is applied to the Taylor-Hood (P2 − P1 )
discretization of the Stokes operator with a zero right-hand side and a random initial
guess. Notice that while Vanka took three iterations to show a generally smooth
error in both the fluid velocity and the pressure, the Braess-Sarazin method requires
twenty.
A difficulty with monolithic multigrid methods often lies in the need for a more
complex implementation. Much more care is required to correctly treat the special structure of the saddle-point system. Grid transfers need to be written to act
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Figure 1.4: The error in resolving the P2 − P1 mixed finite-element Stokes operator
with a zero right-hand side from a random initial guess using the Vanka relaxation
scheme. On the top, we see the error in the magnitude of the fluid velocity field,
and on the bottom, we see the error in the hydrodynamic pressure. The left column
shows the error in the approximation after three sweeps of Vanka relaxation and the
right column shows the error after six sweeps.
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Figure 1.5: The error in resolving the P2 − P1 mixed finite-element Stokes operator
with a zero right-hand side from a random initial guess using the Braess-Sarazin
relaxation scheme. On the top, we see the error in the magnitude of the fluid
velocity field, and on the bottom, we see the error in the hydrodynamic pressure.
The left column shows the error in the approximation after 20 sweeps of BraessSarazin relaxation and the right column shows the error after 50 sweeps.
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upon various components separately, such as when interpolating matrices corresponding to a mixed finite-element discretization. Additionally, because classical
relaxation methods are not applicable to many of these problems, new, often intricate relaxation techniques need to be implemented that respect and utilize the
inherent structure in the monolithic operator. By contrast, multigrid-based blockfactorization methods are often easier to implement because the factorization often
highlights blocks for which black-box multigrid codes, such as the ML library [42]
or the HYPRE library [39], can be applied with little to no additional work by users
or developers. However, the numerical results in the later chapters of this thesis will
show that monolithic multigrid-based preconditioners are effective preconditioners
for a variety of saddle-point problems and may, thus, warrant the additional effort.

1.4

Thesis Outline

The remainder of this document is structured as follows. Now that the high-level
topics have been introduced, we dive into applications with Chapters 2-4. A numerical treatment of the Stokes equations is shown in Chapter 2. Here, we utilize a
discontinuous Galerkin discretization of the equations that yields a velocity approximation that is strongly divergence-free. We consider two types of multigrid-based
preconditioners for this problem. First, we discuss a block preconditioner in which
the inverse of the velocity block (i.e., the F -block of Equation (1.1)) is approximated using a geometric multigrid method. Then, we look at monolithic multigrid
approaches that operate on the velocity and pressure variables simultaneously. Finally, we show numerical results that highlight important features of both methods
on a given test problem.
Chapter 3 then introduces the magnetohydrodynamics applications. In particular, we use a mixed-finite element method with Lagrange elements for a formulation
in which the solenoidal constraint has been eliminated by using a vector-potential
formulation. A monolithic multigrid method is then developed that maintains the
coupling between the fluid and vector-potential variables. We also highlight some
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cases in which methods that ignore this coupling can break down when the influence
of the magnetic field begins to dominate the physical regime. Numerical results are
shown for an MHD channel-flow problem, called the Hartmann problem, which has
a known analytical solution, which we use to verify the numerical solutions.
Chapter 4 continues the MHD application by restoring the primitive magnetic
field variable and enforcing the solenoidal constraint by using a Lagrange multiplier. We use Newton’s method and a mixed finite-element approximation that
uses Nédélec elements for the magnetic field to linearize and discretize the problem.
Then, we extend the multigrid method developed in Chapter 3 to this two-constraint
formulation, and show results for a variety of test problems, including the Hartmann
problem for numerical verification of the solution.
Finally, we conclude with Chapter 5. Here, we summarize the work presented in
this thesis and discuss opportunity for further extension and other future research.
In particular, we discuss the utilization of other discretizations for these problems
and the possibility of the transition to algebraic multigrid techniques that preserve
the blocked structure that we exploit in the methods outlined in other chapters.
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Chapter 2
A discontinuous Galerkin
discretization of the Stokes Equations
2.1

Introduction

The incompressible Stokes equations in a domain, Ω ⊂ Rd , d = 2, 3, can be written
−∇ ⋅ (2νε(u)) + ∇p = f

in Ω,

(2.1)

∇⋅u=0

in Ω,

(2.2)

together with appropriate boundary conditions. Here, u is the fluid velocity, p is
the pressure, f is an applied external force, ν is the fluid viscosity, and ε(u) =
1
T
2 (∇u + ∇u )

is the strain-rate tensor. These equations represent a model of viscous

or tightly confined flow in which convection effects may be ignored [37]. The conservation of mass equation, (2.2), is important in a variety of applications, especially
when coupled to more complex physics [48], where numerical instabilities can arise
when this is not satisfied exactly.
In order to address the conservation issue, we consider a stable mixed finiteelement formulation using discontinuous Galerkin (DG). The DG method that we
consider here was introduced for the Stokes problem in [95] and for the Navier-Stokes
problem in [32], both of which show that the approximate velocity field is H(div, Ω)conforming and divergence-free almost everywhere, which is not generally true in the
case of H1 (Ω)-conforming discretizations (e.g. Taylor-Hood). This is accomplished
by the use of the first-order finite-element spaces of Brezzi, Douglas, and Marini
(BDM1 ) for velocity [27], such that ∇ ⋅ u is piecewise constant on a triangulation.
A version of this chapter has been submitted to Numerical Linear Algebra with Applications
(NLAA) as “Preconditioning a mass-conserving discontinuous Galerkin discretization of the Stokes
Equations”.
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Using the P0 space for pressure results in a discretization for which weak satisfaction
of ∇ ⋅ u = 0 is equivalent to strong satisfaction of the incompressibility condition.
This discretization was also developed in [48] for an incompressible magnetohydrodynamics system. In [10], the authors extend the results of [32, 95] to the
case of the Stokes equations with the particular boundary condition that we consider (described in Section 2.2), showing the H(div, Ω)-conforming DG method to
be stable and optimally convergent, as well as to provide a divergence-free velocity
approximation.
After discretization, the resulting linear system is of saddle-point type. Such
systems arise not only in incompressible fluid dynamics, but also in finance and
economics, solid mechanics, and many other fields. An extensive review of saddlepoint problems can be found in [13]. As a result of the relative ubiquity of systems
of this type, efficient solvers and preconditioners are necessary and are abundantly
studied [38, 68, 72, 77, 85, 94, 98]. A common choice of preconditioner is the class
of block-factorization approaches [37, 91]. In the context of the Stokes equations,
these methods typically require a preconditioner for the velocity block and a suitable
approximation to the pressure Schur complement. The velocity and pressure are effectively decoupled. Alternatively, monolithic multigrid methods for these problems
have also been proposed [15, 19, 93]. These methods operate on both the velocity
and the pressure simultaneously.
In contrast to either of the aforementioned classes of preconditioners for saddlepoint problems, solver strategies specifically tailored to the DG-method used here
have also been presented. In [10], the authors consider an auxiliary space preconditioner [97] that requires projections to the curl space, which, in turn, require solving
auxiliary systems corresponding to scalar Laplacians. Numerical results in [10] use
a direct solver as a preconditioner for the stiffness matrix corresponding to the
velocity block, noting that research is needed to develop effective approximations
to the velocity block; such approximations are developed here in the context of
block-factorization preconditioners. In [52], a multigrid approach for the velocity
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block is presented, using a vertex-based block-SOR type relaxation scheme similar to the element-based block-SOR method that we discuss in Section 2.3. This
method is proposed within the context of an augmented Uzawa method. While
these approaches show that efficient solution of these linear systems is possible, the
question of the effectiveness of classical preconditioning strategies has not yet been
considered.
In this chapter, we examine the two families of common preconditioners described above, namely block factorization methods and monolithic multigrid methods specifically designed for the BDM1 -P0 discretization. First, we compare with
standard block-diagonal and block-triangular preconditioners. Here, the diagonal
block corresponding to the discretization of velocity is approximated using a multigrid cycle and the diagonal block corresponding to the Schur complement is approximated by the pressure-space mass matrix. Within the multigrid method, we
consider both point and block relaxation techniques. Finally, we consider monolithic
multigrid methods that treat the coupled system at once, using either Braess-Sarazin
relaxation [15] or Vanka relaxation [93]. Both of these methods will require some
modification from their original forms as a result of the discretization being used.
After describing the details of the preconditioners, we show parameter study results
and timing comparisons to find the best scalable method for this discretization.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, the continuous and discrete problems are developed in greater detail, and the BDM1 -P0 finiteelement method is described. Then the preconditioners are explained in depth, with
the block-factorization preconditioning approaches in Section 2.3 and the monolithic multigrid preconditioners in Section 2.4. Finally, numerical results are shown
in Section 2.5 in which we examine parameter choices for each preconditioner and
comment upon the performance of the resulting solvers for a test problem on both
a uniform mesh and an unstructured mesh.
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2.2

The problem and discretization

We consider the Stokes Equations, as given in Equations (2.1) and (2.2), on a domain
Ω ⊂ R2 . Here, we take the known fluid viscosity, ν, to be constant throughout the
domain.
Remark 2.2.1 With ν constant, by enforcing the divergence-free constraint, we
can write the divergence of the strain-rate tensor as a scaled vector-Laplacian:
∇ ⋅ (2νε(u)) = 2ν∇ 2 u.
However, we do not make this simplification when implementing the bilinear form
♢

for the numerical studies; we discretize the full strain-rate tensor.

We consider the case of enclosed flow and, therefore, impose upon the boundary,
∂Ω, a no-flux condition:
u⋅n=0

on ∂Ω,

(2.3)

where n is an outward-pointing unit normal vector. We also impose a condition on
the tangential component of the normal stresses
((2νε(u) − pI)n) ⋅ t = 0

on ∂Ω,

(2.4)

where t denotes a vector pointing in the tangential direction on the boundary.
In the usual way, we define the spaces H10 (Ω) as
H10 (Ω) = {v ∈ H1 (Ω)∶ v ⋅ n = 0 on ∂Ω}
and L2 (Ω)/R as the the quotient space of equivalence classes of elements of L2 (Ω)
that differ by a constant. This gives the following variational formulation.
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Weak Form (Continuous): Find (u, p) ∈ H10 × L2 (Ω)/R that satisfies
a(u, v) + b(v, p) = (f, v) ∀v ∈ H10 (Ω),
b(u, q) = 0

(2.5)

∀q ∈ L2 (Ω)/R.

The bilinear forms are
a(u, v) ∶= 2ν ∫ ε(u)∶ ε(v) dx ∀u, v ∈ H10 (Ω),
Ω

b(v, q) ∶= − ∫ q∇ ⋅ v dx
Ω

∀v ∈

H10 (Ω),

(2.6)

p ∈ L (Ω)/R.
2

The linear form is
(f , v) ∶= ∫ f ⋅ v dx
Ω

2.2.1

∀v ∈ H10 (Ω).

(2.7)
♢

Formulation of the discontinuous Galerkin discretization

Let Th be a shape-regular partition of Ω into triangles, T . Then, partition the set
of all edges Eh = Eh0 + Eh∂ , where Eh0 is the set of interior edges and Eh∂ is the set of
boundary edges. Also define
H 1 (Th ) = {φ ∈ L2 (Ω)∶ φ∣T ∈ H 1 (T ), ∀T ∈ Th },
and similarly for vectors (denoted H1 (Th )) and tensors (denoted H1 (Th )). The
other spaces that we require are:
H(div; Ω) ∶= {v ∈ L2 (Ω)∶ ∇ ⋅ v ∈ L2 (Ω)},
H0 (div; Ω) ∶= {v ∈ H(div; Ω)∶ v ⋅ n = 0 on ∂Ω}.
We note that H(div; Ω) is a Hilbert space with norm
∥v∥2H(div;Ω) ∶= ∥v∥20,Ω + ∥∇ ⋅ v∥20,Ω

∀v ∈ H(div; Ω),
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where ∥v∥0,Ω denotes the standard L2 -norm on Ω.
Consider e ∈ Eh0 , shared by two elements T 1 and T 2 ; the value of a function f ,
be it a scalar, a vector, or a tensor function, on element T 1 is denoted f 1 and on
element T 2 is denoted f 2 . Furthermore, the unit normal to edge e pointing outward
from T 1 is denoted n1 and from T 2 is denoted n2 . Also, let vt ∶= (v ⋅ t)t be the
tangential component of a vector v on an edge. Now we define the average operators
(see, e.g., [9]) for scalar functions φ ∈ H 1 (Th ), vector fields v ∈ H1 (Th ), and tensor
fields τ ∈ H(Th ) to be
1
{φ} = (φ1 + φ2 ),
2

1
{v} = (v1 + v2 ),
2

1
{τ } = (τ 1 + τ 2 )
2

on interior edges. On a boundary edge, we take {φ}, {v}, and {τ } to be the trace
of φ, v, and τ , respectively.
For φ ∈ H 1 (T ), the jump operator is defined to be
JφK = φ1 n1 + φ2 n2 on e ∈ Eh0 and JφK = φn on e ∈ Eh∂ .
For v ∈ H1 (Th ), the jump operator is defined to be
JvK = v1 ⊙ n1 + v2 ⊙ n2 on e ∈ Eh0 and JvK = v ⊙ n on e ∈ Eh∂ ,
where v ⊙ n = (vnt + nvt )/2. Using these definitions, we define the norm
∥v∥2DG = 2ν (∣v∣21,h + ∣JvK∣2∗ ) ,

v ∈ H1 (Th ),

where
∣v∣21,h = ∑ ∥∇v∥20,T ,
T ∈Th

2
∣JvK∣2∗ = ∑ h−1
e ∥JvK∥0,e ,

∀V ∈ H1 (Th ).

e∈Eh0

Now we introduce the two finite-element spaces Vh and Qh . To discretize the
weak form, we consider the first-order H(div, Ω)-conforming finite element spaces
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of Brezzi, Douglas, and Marini (BDM1 ) [27]. In particular, we take
Vh ∶= {v ∈ H0 (div; Ω)∶ v∣T ∈ BDM1 (T ) ∀T ∈ Th }
Qh ∶= {q ∈ L2 (Ω)/R∶ q∣T ∈ P0 (T ) ∀T ∈ Th }.
The degrees of freedom for BDM1 (T ) in two dimensions are
∫ u ⋅ ne q ds
e

∀e ∈ ∂T, ∀q ∈ P1 (e),

where ne is the unit normal vector to edge e. As a result, u ∈ Vh is a piecewise-linear
vector field on the triangulation, with continuous normal components across edges,
but possibly discontinuous tangential components. Note that in this case, we have
two degrees of freedom per edge, or six degrees of freedom per triangle.
With Vh and Qh defined, we write the discrete weak form of the problem:
Weak Form (Discrete): Find (uh , ph ) in Vh × Qh such that:
ah (uh , v) + b(v, ph ) = (f , v) ∀v ∈ Vh ,
b(uh , q) = 0

(2.8)

∀q ∈ Qh ,

where
ah (u, v) ∶= 2ν ∑ ∫ ε(u) ∶ ε(v) dx + 2να ∑ h−1
e ∫ Jut K ∶ Jvt K ds
T ∈Th

T

e∈Eh0

e

− 2ν ∑ ∫ [ ({ε(u)} ∶ Jvt K) + (Jut K ∶ {ε(v)}) ] ds
e∈Eh0

e

b(v, q) ∶= − ∫ q∇ ⋅ v dx
Ω

∀u, v ∈ Vh ,
∀v ∈ Vh , q ∈ Qh .

Here, he is the length of edge e and α is a penalty parameter that is taken to be
positive and large enough to ensure well-posedness.

♢

The well-posedness of (2.8) is established in Theorem 4.5 of [10], which we restate
here for the convenience of the reader. A proof of this theorem and a detailed
discussion of the theory of this discretization can be found therein.
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Theorem 2.2.2 (Theorem 4.5 of [10]) Let (Vh , Qh ) be as described above. Then,
problem (2.8) has a unique solution (uh , ph ) ∈ Vh × Qh that verifies
∇ ⋅ uh = 0 in Ω.
Moreover, there exists a positive constant C, independent of h, such that for every
vh ∈ Vh with ∇ ⋅ vh = 0 and for every qh ∈ Qh , the following estimate holds:
∥u − uh ∥DG ≤ C∥u − vh ∥DG ,
∥p − ph ∥0,Ω ≤ C(∥p − qh ∥0,Ω + ∥u − vh ∥DG ,
with (u, p) the solution of (2.5).

2.2.2

Saddle-point system

After discretization, we have the following linear system:
⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢F B T ⎥ ⎢u⎥ ⎢f ⎥
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ ⎥.
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢B 0 ⎥ ⎢ p ⎥ ⎢ g ⎥
⎣
⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶

(2.9)

A

Here, F represents the discretization of the bilinear form a(u, v), or the discrete
representation of the divergence of the strain rate tensor ε(u). Note that, because
this discretization uses vector elements, the block F cannot be written as a blockdiagonal matrix with scalar Laplacians along the diagonal, as it is in the case of the
Taylor-Hood discretization. The matrix B is the discrete divergence operator, and
B T is its adjoint, the discrete gradient operator. A thorough review on properties
of such linear systems and preconditioning strategies can be found in [13]. To solve
this saddle-point problem, we consider a preconditioned Krylov subspace method
approach. We consider two categories of preconditioners, block-factorization methods and monolithic multigrid methods.
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In the category of block-factorization methods, we look at a block-diagonal preconditioner and a block-triangular preconditioner [37, 66]. Here, the diagonal block
corresponding to the divergence of the strain-rate tensor, F , is approximated using
a multigrid cycle and the diagonal block corresponding to the Schur complement is
approximated by the pressure-space mass matrix, which is a diagonal matrix for this
discretization. Because F is not a block-diagonal matrix with scalar Laplacians on
the diagonal, we cannot rely on scalar multigrid approaches for this problem. Within
the multigrid method, we consider both point and block relaxation techniques.
In the category of monolithic multigrid methods [4, 15, 93], we investigate two
families of relaxation schemes for this system. In monolithic multigrid approaches,
the multigrid method treats the coupled system at once, though the individual
components may decouple the system within the iteration. Here, we consider BraessSarazin relaxation [15], which is a global relaxation scheme, updating all degrees of
freedom at once, and Vanka relaxation [93], which is a local relaxation scheme in
which degrees of freedom are updated in patches.
We note that, as always, there is a vast parameter space of possible approaches
to preconditioning these linear systems. Figure 2.1 presents these options in a
structured way.

2.3

Block Preconditioners

We first give details of the block preconditioning strategies considered; see [37, 94]
for thorough discussions of these approaches. While many possibilities exist in this
family, we consider two preconditioners, block diagonal,
⎡
⎤
⎢Λ
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥,
Md = ⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢
Q⎥⎦
⎣

(2.10)
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Preconditioners
Block Factorization

Monolithic
Multigrid

Full
Vanka
Diagonal
Vanka

Block
Triangular

Block
Diagonal

Velocity
Multigrid

Jacobi

Block
Diagonal
BraessSarazin

Coarse
Grid
Op
Galerkin

Pt.
GaussSeidel

Diagonal
BraessSarazin

Relax
Full
Extended
Vanka
Diagonal
Extended
Vanka

Relax
Rediscretize
Full
Block GS
Diagonal
Block GS

Figure 2.1: Preconditioning and multigrid options for saddle-point systems. In
green, we highlight two block preconditioning strategies that require a multigrid
solver for the velocity subsystem. In blue, we identify two approaches to applying
multigrid, either for only the velocity subsystem within a block-structured preconditioner or as a monolithic method applied to the full coupled system. In orange, we
highlight the options within the multigrid methods, for relaxation and coarse-grid
operator construction.
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and block triangular,
⎡
⎤
⎢Λ B T ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥.
Mt = ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
Q
⎣
⎦

(2.11)

In both cases, we choose Λ−1 to be a multigrid cycle applied to the velocity block,
F , and Q to be a pressure mass matrix, which is spectrally equivalent to the Schur
complement, −BF −1 B T , whenever the finite-element discretization is inf-sup stable
[94]. In this case, the pressure mass matrix, corresponding to the P0 discretization
of pressure, is a diagonal matrix, with the volume of the corresponding element on
the diagonal. We choose the positive mass matrix so that we can create an SPD
preconditioner, Md .
To treat Λ−1 , we use geometric interpolation operators based on the BDM1 finite
element interpolation operators, noting that the DG (edge) terms in the weak form
have no influence upon the interpolation operator, Pu . We also consider Galerkin
coarse-grid operators, Fc = PuT F Pu . It is important to note here that this coarsegrid operator is not equivalent to rediscretization on the coarse grid, as would be
the case for standard Galerkin discretizations, such as P2 − P1 (Taylor-Hood) elements. We will see in Section 2.5 that some of the methods will demonstrate a
lack of convergence or scalability that can be ameliorated, to some degree, by using
rediscretization to form the coarse-grid operators.
The remaining component of the multigrid method is the choice of relaxation
procedure. We consider two options, point and block schemes. As a first option,
we focus on pointwise Gauss-Seidel/SOR methods, although many other options
could also be considered. In order to maintain symmetry of the preconditioner, we
utilize symmetric sweeping strategies, using either a symmetric sweep for both preand post-relaxation or a forward sweep for pre-relaxation and a backward sweep
for post-relaxation. In this case, we have the standard SOR relaxation parameter,
denoted ωSOR .
The other relaxation scheme considered is an overlapping block Gauss-Seidel
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method. For a decomposition of the velocity degrees of freedom into overlapping
blocks, {S` }, such that each degree of freedom appears in at least one block, we
update the components of the solution vector u corresponding to block S` as
u` = u` + ωBGS F̂``−1 (f − F u)` .
Here, the subscript ` on a vector indicates the restriction of the vector to those
components present in the block `. The matrix denoted F̂`` is the local submatrix
used in the update of block `; its precise form is discussed below. Here, for the
simplicity of implementation, the order in which the blocks are updated is dictated
by the order of the elements in the finite-element software, and we only utilize
forward sweeps for both pre- and post-relaxation. However, other orderings or
coloring schemes are certainly possible and may be desirable from the perspective
of parallel computation.
In this case, we choose for each block, S` , all of the degrees of freedom on
element `, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The matrix F̂`` is closely related to the
submatrix denoted F`` that is obtained by restricting F to only those rows and
columns corresponding to the degrees of freedom in S` . We consider two options:
the full submatrix F̂``full = F`` and the diagonal of the submatrix F̂`` = diag(F`` ).
In addition, we have a parameter ωBGS that must be chosen in order to obtain
an effective relaxation. Numerical experiments to guide the choice of this parameter
will be presented in Section 2.5.1. It should be noted that this is similar to the
monolithic Vanka relaxation scheme later described in Section 2.4.1. In fact, these
are the same blocks as in that case, except that here the pressure degrees of freedom
are not coupled in the relaxation step.

2.4

Monolithic Multigrid

As a second approach, we also investigate monolithic multigrid methods as preconditioners for (2.9). As opposed to Λ−1 above, which was applied only to the
vector-Laplacian block, F , we now consider multigrid applied to the whole system
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Figure 2.2: A diagram of the degrees of freedom in a representative block for the
overlapping block-Gauss-Seidel relaxation scheme. The block consists of the degrees
of freedom on the edges corresponding to a given element. As BDM1 has two DOFs
on an edge, each block has six DOFs, and a 6 × 6 system must be solved at each
step of the block Gauss-Seidel iteration.
(2.9) at once [15, 19, 90, 93].
Again, geometric multigrid is chosen, defining an interpolation operator that
acts without coupling between the velocity and pressure degrees of freedom, which
take the form

⎡
⎤
⎢Pu
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥.
P =⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
Pp ⎥⎦
⎣

The blocks Pu and Pp are the natural finite-element interpolation operators for
the BDM1 and P0 spaces, respectively. We first consider the Galerkin coarse-grid
operators, Ac = P T AP . As above, note that the penalty terms present in the F block
play no role in defining the interpolation operator Pu . In particular, this means that
the velocity block of the Galerkin coarse-grid matrix, Fc = PuT F Pu , is not equivalent
to that given by rediscretization on the coarse grid. In Section 2.5, we will see that
for some choices of relaxation scheme, rediscretization leads to better performance
than the Galerkin coarse-grid operators. In these cases, we consider rediscretization
of the coarse-grid operators as a possible alternative. With the grid-transfer and
coarse-grid operators fixed, we turn our attention to the relaxation schemes.

2.4.1

Vanka Relaxation

The first relaxation scheme that we investigate is Vanka-type relaxation [93]. Vankatype relaxation schemes can be viewed as overlapping Schwarz methods, updating
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small, local collections of degrees of freedom at once in either a Gauss-Seidel (multiplicative) or Jacobi (additive) fashion. In this chapter, we only consider the multiplicative method, and thus effectively couple the pressure into the block Gauss-Seidel
relaxation scheme described above.
Here, we decompose the set of all degrees of freedom into overlapping sets {S` }
so that each block S` contains some velocity and some pressure degrees of freedom.
Then, the components of the (full) solution vector x = (u, p)T corresponding to the
block S` are updated as
−1
x` = x` + ωM``
(b − Ax)` ,

(2.12)

where M`` is the “Vanka submatrix” corresponding to block ` and ω is a diagonal
scaling matrix containing underrelaxation weights. Again, for simplicity, the order
in which these updates occur is determined by the finite-element software, though
other orderings and coloring schemes are possible.
Choices of the blocks, {S` }, can vary greatly, and is discretization-specific. Two
common choices are “element-wise” blocks and “pressure-based” blocks [62]. In the
element-wise scheme, each ` refers to an element in the mesh and S` contains all
degrees of freedom associated to that element. In the pressure-based scheme, each
` refers to a pressure degree of freedom and S` contains the degrees of freedom that
are connected to that pressure degree of freedom in the divergence constraint stencil
(i.e. those velocity degrees of freedom corresponding to nonzero column entries in
the row of B corresponding to the pressure degree of freedom).
We consider two choices of blocks in this chapter, depicted in Figure 2.3. The
first choice, shown in Figure 2.3a, is an element-wise block, as the associated degrees
of freedom are precisely those on an element. Throughout this chapter, this will be
called the “element-wise block”. However, note that in the case of P0 pressure
discretization, this corresponds to a pressure-based block, as each element has only
one pressure degree of freedom and the velocity degrees of freedom associated to
that pressure are precisely the velocity degrees of freedom on that element. In the
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(a) An “Element-Wise” Vanka block.

(b) An extended Vanka block.

Figure 2.3: The two Vanka blocks considered in this chapter. The element-wise
Vanka block is shown on the left. This block consists of a single pressure degree of
freedom and the 6 velocity degrees of freedom on the same element, resulting in a
7 × 7 system that needs to be solved at each step of the Gauss-Seidel iteration. The
extended Vanka block, adding all velocity degrees of freedom on all elements that
share an edge, consists of 18 velocity degrees of freedom and 1 pressure degree of
freedom, is shown on the right. This block choice results in a 19 × 19 system at each
step of the iteration.
case of this discretization, this results in blocks containing 7 degrees of freedom.
As we will see in Section 2.5, the element-wise blocks do not always yield a
scalable solver for this problem. Thus, we introduce, as a second choice, what we
call the “extended” Vanka block (Figure 2.3b). This is a simple geometric extension
of the pressure-based interpretation of the element-wise block. That is, we begin
with the element-wise block and add to it only the velocity degrees of freedom
associated with elements that share an edge with the original element. For this
discretization, the resulting blocks contain up to 19 degrees of freedom (less for
boundary elements).
Once the blocks, {S` }, have been chosen, we consider the formation of the Vanka
submatrices, M`` in (2.12). Again, we consider two options. The first choice is “full”
blocks, which are simply
full
M``

⎡
⎤
⎢ F`` B T ⎥
`` ⎥
⎢
⎥,
=⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢B`` 0 ⎥
⎣
⎦

T
where B`` and B``
are defined similarly to F`` . Since there is only a single pressure
T
degree of freedom in each block S` , this means that B`` is a row vector (and B``
,
full
consequently, is a column vector). In this case, M``
= A`` , the restriction of A to
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rows and columns corresponding to degrees of freedom in block S` . The methods
using this submatrix will be called “full Vanka” if we are using the element-wise
blocks and “full extended Vanka” if we are using the extended blocks.
An alternative choice that yields less memory use and less time-per-iteration is
the “diagonal” Vanka submatrix [4, 55, 56, 59]:

diag
M``

⎡
⎤
⎢diag(F`` ) B T ⎥
`` ⎥
⎢
⎥,
=⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢ B``
⎥
0
⎣
⎦

T
are defined as above. The methods using this submatrix will
where F`` , B`` , and B``

be called “diagonal Vanka” if we are using the element-wise blocks and “diagonal
extended Vanka” if we are using the extended blocks. As we will show in Section
2.5.4, however, this method will require too many more iterations than full Vanka
for the reduced cost per iteration to be beneficial.
For the purposes of this investigation, we consider a diagonal scaling matrix, ω,
to ensure effective relaxation. The matrix ω has the form
⎡
⎤
⎢ωu I
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥,
ω=⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
ωp ⎥⎦
⎣

(2.13)

where I is the identity matrix of the appropriate size for the number of velocity
degrees of freedom in this block. Numerical experiments to guide the choice of ωu
and ωp will be presented in Section 2.5.2.

2.4.2

Braess-Sarazin Relaxation

Whereas Vanka-type relaxation solves a series of local problems, Braess-Sarazin-type
relaxation methods solve global saddle-point problems using simpler approximations
to the true system [15]. The “ideal” Braess-Sarazin update takes the form
⎡
⎤−1 ⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤old ⎞
⎡ ⎤new ⎡ ⎤old
⎢αBS C B T ⎥ ⎛⎢f ⎥
⎢u⎥
⎢u⎥
⎢u⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎜⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎥ ⎜⎢ ⎥ − A ⎢ ⎥ ⎟
⎢ ⎥
= ⎢ ⎥ + ωBS ⎢
,
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎟
⎢p⎥
⎢ B
⎥ ⎝⎢ g ⎥
⎢p⎥ ⎠
⎢p⎥
0
⎣ ⎦
⎣ ⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣ ⎦
⎣ ⎦

(2.14)
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where C is a simple preconditioner for F , the block corresponding to the fluid
velocity, αBS is an inner scaling parameter on C, and ωBS is an underrelaxation
parameter for the global update.
In (2.14), we must solve a system:
⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢αBS C B T ⎥ ⎢δu⎥ ⎢ru ⎥
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ ⎥.
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ B
0 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ δp ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ rp ⎥⎦
⎣

(2.15)

This system can be factorized as
⎡
⎤⎡
⎢αBS C
⎥ ⎢I
⎢
⎥⎢
⎢
⎥⎢
⎢
⎥⎢
⎢ B
⎥⎢
S
⎣
⎦⎣

⎡ ⎤
1
−1 T ⎤
⎥⎢ ⎥
αBS C B ⎥ ⎢δu⎥
I

⎡ ⎤
⎢ru ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ ⎥,
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎥ ⎢ δp ⎥ ⎢ rp ⎥
⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

(2.16)

where S = − α1BS BC −1 B T is the Schur complement. The solution can be computed
by the algorithm:
1
BC −1 ru
αBS

(2.17)

1 −1
C (ru − B T δp).
αBS

(2.18)

Sδp = rp −
δu =

In practice, it suffices to only approximately solve (2.17), leading to an “inexact”
Braess-Sarazin method. In the numerical experiments reported in Section 2.5, we
use a single sweep of Symmetric Gauss-Seidel.
Finally, we must make an appropriate choice for the matrix C. Generally, we
choose a preconditioner for F whose inverse is easily computable. One strategy is to
consider the diagonal of F , Cdiag = diag(F ) [56, 59]. However, in order to improve
robustness and convergence, we also consider a block-diagonal preconditioner [4],
denoted CblkDiag = blkDiag(F ), in which the blocks correspond to the two velocity
DOFs on an edge in the mesh. Note that this choice of blocks is dependent upon
the discretization considered.
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2.5

Numerical Results

To study the relative effectiveness of the preconditioners outlined above, we consider
a two-dimensional test problem posed on Ω = [0, 1]2 . We will first consider a regular
mesh of triangles on Ω to conduct a parameter study; afterwards, we will show
the performance of these methods using the identified parameters, both on regular
meshes as well as on meshes given by uniform refinement of an unstructured “coarse”
mesh.
We use the same example as [10], with analytical solution, (u∗ , p∗ ):
⎛x(1 − x)(2x − 1)(6y 2 − 6y + 1)⎞
⎟,
u =⎜
⎜
⎟
2
⎝y(y − 1)(2y − 1)(6x − 6x + 1)⎠

(2.19)

8
p∗ = x2 − 3y 2 + xy.
3

(2.20)

∗

The right-hand side vector, f , is computed by substituting (2.19) and (2.20) into
(2.1). We fix ν = 0.5 and α = 4.0 for all experiments.
To solve the linear systems (2.9), we use a Krylov subspace method preconditioned with one of the above preconditioners. Note that the matrix A in (2.9) is
symmetric. In the case of the block-diagonal preconditioner with symmetric pointwise Gauss-Seidel relaxation, the preconditioner is symmetric and positive-definite,
and thus we use the MINimal RESidual (MINRES) method as the Krylov method;
for the other preconditioners, we use the Generalized Minimal RESidual (GMRES)
method [37,78]. The solvers were all implemented in the Trilinos framework [50] and
the finite-element discretization was implemented using the FEniCS library [61].
Remark 2.5.1 As this chapter focuses on geometric multigrid methods, it could
be possible to implement the resulting algorithms in a matrix-free way using fixed
operator stencils on uniform meshes or patches; see, for example, [45]. For all
examples, we explicitly form and store all of the matrices involved, and report
timings including computation of Galerkin coarse-grid operators in the setup phase.
As a result, the reported timings offer insight into potential algebraic multigrid
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extensions of these methods, although we do not consider this here.

2.5.1

♢

Block Preconditioning Parameter Study

First, we examine the parameter choices for the block factorization preconditioners,
(2.10) and (2.11). For these methods, we have only a single parameter for each
relaxation scheme to consider, ωSOR for the point method and ωBGS for the block
Gauss-Seidel method. In each case, the initial guess is zero, and the appropriate
Krylov method is run until the `2 -norm of the residual has been reduced by a
relative factor of 106 . We vary the parameter in steps of 0.1, and report the number
of iterations required of the Krylov method.
We begin with the point relaxation method. We see in the left plot of Figure 2.4
that using a V(1,1)-cycle for Λ−1 does not provide mesh-independent convergence,
though the optimal parameter choice is clearly ωSOR = 1.0 for all grid sizes. The
use of a W(1,1)-cycle, shown in the right plot of Figure 2.4, largely mitigates the
dependence, but does not eliminate it — it takes 41 iterations to converge on the 32×
32 grid and 53 iterations on the 256×256 grid using the block-diagonal preconditioner
(2.10). However, the optimal parameter choice has not changed and remains at
ωSOR = 1.0 for all grid sizes. Parameter choices ωSOR > 1.0 were considered and
found not to yield better convergence. Additionally, the block-diagonal and the
block-triangular preconditioners show qualitatively similar behavior, with the latter
requiring only slightly fewer iterations to achieve convergence.
Next we consider the methods using block Gauss-Seidel relaxation, shown in
Figures 2.5 and 2.6. We first use the full submatrices, with results shown in Figure
2.5. On the left, we see that, as with the point methods, using a single V(1,1)-cycle
for Λ−1 does not give grid-independent scaling for either the block-diagonal or the
block-triangular preconditioner. Additionally, using two or three V(1,1)-cycles for
Λ−1 led to a reduction in iterations, but not an improvement in scaling. This was
found to be generally true for both the block-diagonal and block-triangular preconditioners with all relaxation choices considered. To obtain a scalable algorithm, we
can use a W(1,1)-cycle, shown in the plot on the right. Unlike the case of point
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Figure 2.4: Iteration counts versus SOR relaxation parameter for a blockpreconditioned Krylov method using a symmetric sweep of point SOR as the multigrid relaxation scheme. On the left, V(1,1)-cycles are used to precondition the
velocity block; on the right, W(1,1)-cycles are used. The solid lines are for MINRES
with the block-diagonal preconditioner; the dashed lines are for GMRES with the
block-triangular preconditioner.
relaxation, the use of W-cycles leads to perfect scaling across grid sizes for both the
block-diagonal and the block-triangular preconditioner, with the latter requiring
approximately 5-6 fewer iterations than the former. In this case, too, the optimal
parameter choice is ωBGS = 1.0, giving convergence in 20 iterations with the blockdiagonal preconditioner or 14 iterations with the block-triangular preconditioner on
the 256 × 256 grid.
We expect that the full method may not be the most computationally efficient
method, as it requires the full submatrices to be stored and inverted [4]. To reduce
the computational effort required for the iteration, we consider using the diagonal
submatrices, with results shown in Figure 2.6. On the left, we see that the grid
dependence is worse for this scheme than any of the others when using a V(1,1)-cycle
— in fact, no convergence was seen on the 256 × 256 grid within the allotted number
of iterations. It is clear, however, that ωBGS = 0.7 is the best parameter choice.
Using, instead, a W(1,1)-cycle, is able to somewhat mitigate the grid dependence,
though not eliminate it completely. The optimal parameter remains the same as with
V-cycles, namely ωBGS = 0.7. With this optimal parameter, the method required
47 iterations to achieve convergence on the 32 × 32 grid and 56 iterations on the
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Figure 2.5: Iteration counts versus block Gauss-Seidel relaxation parameter, ωBGS ,
for block-preconditioned GMRES using a forward sweep of block Gauss-Seidel with
full submatrices as the multigrid relaxation scheme. On the left, V(1,1)-cycles are
used to precondition the velocity block; on the right, W(1,1)-cycles are used. The
solid lines are the block-diagonal preconditioner; the dashed lines are the blocktriangular preconditioner.
256 × 256 grid.
In summary, the block-diagonal and block-triangular preconditioners (2.10) and
(2.11) lead to scalable methods when a W(1,1)-cycle with the properly chosen relaxation scheme is used for Λ−1 . Moreover, there is no qualitative difference between
the performance of the block-diagonal and the block-triangular preconditioners. In
general, the block-triangular method requires about 5-6 fewer iterations than the
block-diagonal method for all relaxation choices at all grid sizes. In particular, using
symmetric pointwise Gauss-Seidel sweeps or block Gauss-Seidel with diagonal submatrices does not provide a truly grid-independent preconditioner. However, block
Gauss-Seidel relaxation with full submatrices gives consistent performance across
all grid sizes in the context of both block preconditioners.

2.5.2

Monolithic multigrid with Vanka relaxation parameter study

We now turn our attention to the monolithic multigrid preconditioners, for which
there are two parameters in each relaxation scheme, ωu and ωp for the Vanka methods and ωBS and αBS for the Braess-Sarazin methods. In this case, these parameters
are each varied independently in steps of 0.1.
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Figure 2.6: Iteration counts versus block Gauss-Seidel relaxation parameter, ωBGS ,
for block-preconditioned GMRES using a forward sweep of block Gauss-Seidel with
diagonal submatrices as the multigrid relaxation scheme. On the left, V(1,1)-cycles
are used to precondition the velocity block; on the right, W(1,1)-cycles are used.
The solid lines are the block-diagonal preconditioner; the dashed lines are the blocktriangular preconditioner. The absence of a data point means that the Krylov
method did not converge to the desired tolerance within 300 iterations.
We begin the investigation of the full Vanka scheme with a two-grid iteration
(not shown). We find this method to offer grid-independent convergence across all
grid sizes. With the convergence of the two-grid method established, we proceed
to the full V-cycle. The results are shown in the top row of Figure 2.7. We see
that on the 32 × 32 grid (4-level), the stopping criterion was met in 14 iterations
for (ωu , ωp ) = (1.0, 0.6). However, on the 256 × 256 grid (7-level), we observe no
convergence at all for this parameter choice, and the new optimal parameter choice
is (ωu , ωp ) = (0.9, 0.1), giving convergence in 49 iterations. Thus, there is a strong
grid dependence both on the optimal parameter choice as well as the convergence
of the algorithm.
Since the two-grid method is successful, a natural expectation is that the use of
W-cycles will also lead to good convergence. The middle row of Figure 2.7 shows that
this is not the case. Here we see that the convergence is excellent on the 32×32 grid;
however, we have only a very small region of convergence on the 256 × 256 grid. In
this case, we believe that the difficulty is caused by a mismatch between the Galerkin
coarse-grid operators, Ac = P T AP , and the chosen relaxation scheme. To test this,
we, instead, rediscretize the system on the coarse grids. The results are shown in
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the bottom row of Figure 2.7. After switching from Galerkin to rediscretized coarsegrid operators, we see a clearly defined range of optimal parameter choices that lead
to scalable methods for the V(1,1)-cycle preconditioner. In this case, the optimal
choice is (ωu , ωp ) = (1.0, 0.7), leading to convergence in 10 iterations on the 32 × 32
grid and 11 iterations on the 256 × 256 grid. We also observe that the W(1,1)-cycle
preconditioner was scalable with rediscretized coarse-grid operators.
Next, we consider the monolithic multigrid preconditioner with diagonal elementwise Vanka relaxation and observe that the two-grid preconditioner provides consistent iteration counts across grid sizes. Extending to the full V(1,1)-cycle, we
note that this preconditioner, too, is unable to provide grid-independent convergence and behaves qualitatively similarly to the V(1,1)-cycle with full element-wise
Vanka. Based on the intuition gained from the success of the two-grid preconditioner, we then employ W(1,1)-cycles, which, as shown in Figure 2.8, provide a
scalable algorithm for this problem with (ωu , ωp ) ∈ [0.6, 0.7] × [0.8, 1.0] as the optimal parameter range, giving convergence in 19-21 iterations. Since the W(1,1)-cycle
preconditioner gives grid-independent convergence of GMRES, we do not consider
rediscretization of the coarse-grid operator in this case.
Similar results can be shown for the Extended Vanka methods. In both the case
of full submatrices and diagonal submatrices, GMRES with the two-grid preconditioner shows good, grid-independent convergence, while GMRES with the V(1,1)cycle preconditioner does not, with convergence diminishing as grid size grows.
However, upon switching to W(1,1)-cycles, both the preconditioner with extended
full Vanka relaxation and extended diagonal Vanka relaxation offer a stable parameter range for (ωu , ωp ) that offers consistent performance across grid sizes. In
particular, choosing (ωu , ωp ) ∈ [0.7, 1.0] × [0.5, 1.0] for the preconditioner with extended full Vanka relaxation gives convergence in 6 iterations on all grids. Choosing
(ωu , ωp ) ∈ [0.5, 0.6] × [0.4, 0.6] for the preconditioner with extended diagonal Vanka
relaxation gives convergence in 15-17 iterations on all grids. As with the case of the
preconditioner with element-wise diagonal Vanka relaxation, we do not consider the
multigrid method with rediscretization of the coarse-grid operators here because of
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Figure 2.7: GMRES iteration counts with monolithic multigrid preconditioning using Vanka relaxation with the element-wise blocks and full submatrices as the relaxation scheme. The top row shows a V(1,1)-cycle with Galerkin coarsening; the
middle row shows a W(1,1)-cycle with Galerkin coarsening; and the bottom row
shows a V(1,1)-cycle with rediscretized coarse-grid operators. Results for the 32×32
grid appear on the left; results for the 256 × 256 grid appear on the right. The absence of a data point means that the Krylov method did not converge to the desired
tolerance within 300 iterations.
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Figure 2.8: GMRES iteration counts with the W(1,1)-cycle monolithic multigrid
preconditioner with Vanka relaxation using the element-wise blocks and diagonal
submatrices as the relaxation scheme. On the left are results for the 32 × 32 grid; on
the right are results for the 256 × 256 grid. The absence of a data point means that
the Krylov method did not converge to the desired tolerance within 100 iterations.
the success of the W(1,1)-cycle preconditioner.
In summary, we see that each of the Vanka-type relaxation methods gives rise
to a two-grid preconditioner with grid-independent convergence. However, upon
extending to a full V(1,1)-cycle, none scale with Galerkin coarsening. In the case of
element-wise full Vanka, a W(1,1)-cycle was ineffective as well, requiring the use of
rediscretized coarse-grid operators to obtain grid independence. In the other cases,
the use of a W(1,1)-cycle is enough to provide good scaling properties across grid
sizes. In the end, extended full Vanka gives the optimal performance in terms of
iteration counts, requiring only 6 iterations of GMRES to converge, with a large,
stable region of parameter choices that give optimal convergence.

2.5.3

Monolithic multigrid with Braess-Sarazin relaxation parameter study

For the monolithic multigrid preconditioner with Braess-Sarazin relaxation (2.14),
we tell a similar story. The case of diagonal Braess-Sarazin, in which C = diag(F ),
is shown in Figure 2.10. In the top row are results using a V(1,1)-cycle. While the
optimal parameter choice (ωBS , αBS ) = (0.9, 2.1) is independent of the grid size, the
performance of the algorithm certainly is not, costing 42 iterations on the 32 × 32
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Figure 2.9: GMRES iteration counts with the W(1,1)-cycle monolithic multigrid
preconditioner using Vanka relaxation with extended blocks. The top row shows
results using the full submatrices; the bottom row for diagonal submatrices. On the
left are results for the 32 × 32 grid; on the right are results for the 256 × 256 grid.
The absence of a data point means that the Krylov method did not converge to the
desired tolerance within 300 iterations.
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Figure 2.10: GMRES iteration counts with monolithic multigrid preconditioning
using Braess-Sarazin with C = diag(F ) as the relaxation scheme. On the left are
results for the 32 × 32 grid; on the right are results for the 256 × 256 grid. The top
row shows V(1,1)-cycles; the bottom row shows W(1,1)-cycles. The absence of a
data point means that the Krylov method did not converge to the desired tolerance
within 500 iterations.
grid and 124 iterations on the 256 × 256 grid. As shown in the bottom row of Figure
2.10, the W(1,1)-cycle preconditioner leads to more consistent performance across
grid sizes, ranging only from 28 iterations on the 32 × 32 grid to 32 iterations on the
256 × 256 grid. In this case, the best parameter choice for all grid sizes is observed
to be (ωBS , αBS ) = (0.8, 2.0).
Results for the W(1,1)-cycle preconditioner using the block-diagonal variant of
the Braess-Sarazin method are shown in Figure 2.11. The results for the V(1,1)cycle preconditioner were qualitatively similar to the previous case, again proving
unsuccessful in providing a scalable algorithm, with 30 iterations required for the
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Figure 2.11: GMRES iteration counts using the W(1,1)-cycle monolithic multigrid
preconditioner using Braess-Sarazin relaxation with C = blkDiag(F ) as the relaxation scheme. On the left are results for the 32 × 32 grid; on the right are results for
the 256 × 256 grid. The absence of a data point means that the Krylov method did
not converge to the desired tolerance within 500 iterations.
32 × 32 grid and 74 iterations required for the 256 × 256 problem. Using a W(1,1)cycle instead, we see in Figure 2.11 that we have consistent performance across grid
sizes, requiring 22 iterations on the 32 × 32 grid, stabilizing to 24-25 iterations for
finer grids. However, it is interesting to note that the region in which the method
does not converge increases with each grid refinement. The optimal parameters for
a given grid lie adjacent to the boundary of this region, and therefore shift with
each grid refinement. A parameter choice that leads to optimal performance on
the 32 × 32 grid is (ωBS , αBS ) = (0.8, 1.2). However, on the 256 × 256 grid, this
value is no longer optimal, giving convergence in 161 iterations; a better choice of
(ωBS , αBS ) = (0.8, 1.4) for this grid size yields convergence in 25 iterations.
This illustrates another important characteristic of both Braess-Sarazin-based
methods: it is better to choose αBS to be higher than the optimal choice, lest
the choice lead to an algorithm that is too slow to converge. Taking (ωBS , αBS ) =
(0.8, 1.4) on the 32×32 grid gives convergence in 24 iterations instead of the optimal
22, whereas picking (ωBS , αBS ) = (0.8, 1.2) on the 256 × 256 grid gives convergence
in 161 iterations instead of the optimal 25. More generally, for each of these methods, we have identified a large region of parameter choices that give near-optimal
convergence across a wide range of grid sizes.
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Thus we have seen that both block factorization methods and monolithic multigrid methods lead to effective preconditioners when W(1,1)-cycles are used and
when a proper relaxation scheme is chosen. In this case, the block preconditioners
with full block Gauss-Seidel relaxation and the monolithic multigrid preconditioner
with extended full Vanka relaxation give the best performance, with iteration counts
decreasing with increasing grid size in the former case and remaining constant in
the latter. In addition, the other monolithic multigrid relaxation schemes generally
show better scaling than the other block-factorization preconditioners.

2.5.4

Performance Analysis

In this section, we consider the computational time required of each of these preconditioning strategies. All tests are performed in serial and run on a machine with
2 Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 CPUs at 2.60 GHz configured with 128GB DDR3 RAM
clocked at 1866MHz. We begin by discussing the setup requirements of each method,
and then considering the solve phase. For these tests, we ran the simulations on five
grid sizes, from 32 × 32 to 512 × 512. In each case, we coarsen by a factor of two in
each direction down to a coarse grid of 4 × 4 elements, where a direct solve is used to
solve the coarse-grid problem (112 degrees of freedom for velocity; 32 for pressure).
Table 2.1 shows the number of levels in the multigrid hierarchy and the number of
fine-grid degrees of freedom.
For the 512 × 512 problem, we use the optimal parameters for each solver as
determined in the previous section. This means that we use the same parameter
choices on each grid, with the one exception of the method using the block-diagonal
Braess-Sarazin relaxation scheme, where we need to step αBS by 0.1 about every two
grids. Thus, we use (ωBS , αBS ) = (0.8, 1.2) on the 32 × 32 test problem, (ωBS , αBS ) =
(0.8, 1.3) on the 64 × 64 and 128 × 128 test problems, and (ωBS , αBS ) = (0.8, 1.4) for
the 256 × 256 and 512 × 512 test problems. As discussed above, we could also have
used the last set of parameter values for all grids with only slight degradation in the
coarsest grid results.
In the case of block preconditioning, the setup time is the cost of computing the
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Table 2.1: Number of multigrid levels used for each grid size and the number of
degrees of freedom in the global problem.
Grid size
Multigrid Levels
Degrees of Freedom

32 × 32
4
8,320

64 × 64
5
33,024

128 × 128
6
131,584

256 × 256
7
525,312

512 × 512
8
2,099,200

Table 2.2: The setup time in seconds of block-factorization preconditioners for various grid sizes, from 32 × 32 to 512 × 512.
Block-Diagonal Point SGS
Block-Diagonal Full Blk-GS
Block-Diagonal Diagonal Blk-GS
Block-Triangular Point SGS
Block-Triangular Full Blk-GS
Block-Triangular Diagonal Blk-GS

32 × 32
0.022
0.033
0.032
0.022
0.034
0.032

64 × 64
0.083
0.13
0.12
0.084
0.13
0.12

128 × 128
0.33
0.50
0.49
0.33
0.50
0.48

256 × 256
1.31
1.99
1.92
1.31
1.99
1.95

512 × 512
5.21
8.04
7.76
5.34
8.01
7.64

multigrid hierarchy for the velocity block and computing the inverse of the pressure
mass matrix; there should be only negligible difference between the block-diagonal
and block-triangular setup cost. The multigrid setup time includes computing all
of the grid-transfer operators, computing the coarse-grid operator on each grid, and
any setup involved in the relaxation method. In the case of the point methods, the
last category is nearly negligible, whereas the block methods require the computation of the blocks and the extraction and factorization of the appropriate 6 × 6
submatrices. Table 2.2 shows the setup cost of the block-factorization preconditioners. As expected, the point method has the smallest setup time as the result of
the nearly trivial cost of the relaxation setup. Furthermore, the block Gauss-Seidel
approach with full submatrices is more expensive than that with diagonal submatrices. Finally, we observe that the setup times are scaling by the desired factor of
four in every case.
For the monolithic multigrid methods, we must compute two grid transfer operators at each level, Pu and Pp , and block 2 × 2 coarse-grid operators for each
coarse level in the hierarchy. Also, the relaxation schemes each require nontrivial setup. For the Braess-Sarazin methods, we must compute C (and C −1 ) and the
triple product S = − α1BS BC −1 B T . Finally, for the Vanka methods, we must compute
the element-wise or the extended blocks, and then extract and factor the 7 × 7 or
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Table 2.3: The setup time in seconds of monolithic multigrid preconditioners for
various grid sizes, from 32 × 32 to 512 × 512.
Diagonal Vanka
Full Extended Vanka
Diagonal Extended Vanka
Diagonal Braess-Sarazin
Block-Diagonal Braess-Sarazin

32 × 32
0.048
0.083
0.054
0.026
0.025

64 × 64
0.19
0.29
0.21
0.10
0.10

128 × 128
0.75
1.18
0.85
0.41
0.41

256 × 256
2.97
4.76
3.45
1.65
1.66

512 × 512
11.96
19.23
13.81
6.77
6.83

19 × 19 (resp.) submatrices. Table 2.3 shows the setup cost of the monolithic multigrid methods that we consider here. Since neither V- nor W-cycles with full Vanka
relaxation with Galerkin coarsening lead to a perfectly scalable method, we do not
consider that option here. We see that the Braess-Sarazin methods require the least
setup time, by at least a factor of two over the Vanka methods. Furthermore, there
is little difference in the setup cost between the diagonal and the block-diagonal
Braess-Sarazin methods. For the Vanka methods, we see that the element-wise diagonal method has a slight time advantage over the extended methods, and that
the diagonal extended method requires less time than the full extended method, as
we would expect. Again, the setup times scale by a factor of about four.
For the solve phase, we consider the time required for preconditioned MINRES
or preconditioned GMRES to reduce the residual norm by a relative factor of 106 ,
starting from a zero initial guess. The results for the methods with the various
block-factorization preconditioners are shown in Table 2.4. The first observation
from this table is that the block Gauss-Seidel method with full submatrices requires
the fewest number of iterations to converge, and that it has the best scaling across
grid sizes. A second observation is that the point method is the fastest method, both
per-iteration and overall. In particular, on the 512×512 grid with the block-diagonal
preconditioner, the point method requires about 0.61 seconds per iteration and the
block method requires about 5.45 seconds per iteration for the full submatrices and
4.65 seconds per iteration for the diagonal submatrices. That is, the block method
with full submatrices is 9 times more costly per iteration than the point method,
which requires only 2.84 times as many iterations. We note here that the block
Gauss-Seidel methods scale much better in terms of iteration counts, and, as such,
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Table 2.4: The solve time in seconds of the methods utilizing block-factorization
preconditioners for various grid sizes, from 32 × 32 to 512 × 512. The number of
required MINRES or GMRES iterations is shown in parentheses next to the time.
Block-Diagonal Point SGS
Block-Diagonal Full Blk-GS
Block-Diagonal Diagonal Blk-GS
Block-Triangular Point SGS
Block-Triangular Full Blk-GS
Block-Triangular Diagonal Blk-GS

32 × 32
0.13 (41)
0.37 (21)
0.68 (47)
0.13 (35)
0.27 (16)
0.59 (42)

64 × 64
0.46 (44)
1.57 (21)
3.12 (50)
0.49 (39)
1.22 (16)
2.96 (46)

128 × 128
1.94 (49)
6.36 (21)
14.27 (54)
2.09 (43)
4.82 (15)
13.10 (49)

256 × 256
8.18 (53)
25.26 (20)
63.61 (56)
8.65 (45)
19.10 (14)
56.01 (51)

512 × 512
32.68 (54)
103.50 (19)
264.80 (57)
37.79 (48)
76.19 (14)
246.63 (53)

they may have some advantage if considering very large problem sizes.
The added cost of the preconditioners employing the block Gauss-Seidel relaxation scheme primarily comes from the need for the relaxation method to update
the system residual after each block update. Of course, the submatrix solves are
more expensive than the “point solves” (a single scalar multiplication and sum);
however, the sum of the work required for the submatrix solves is much less than
the sum of the residual updates [4].
The results for the monolithic multigrid preconditioners are shown in Table 2.5.
One observation from this table is that the full extended Vanka method provides the
best iteration counts for this problem and scales perfectly across grid sizes. However,
it is very expensive on a per-iteration basis, requiring 15.61 seconds per iteration
for the 512 × 512 problem. On the other hand, we see that the Braess-Sarazinbased preconditioning methods provide the best solve times overall, despite requiring
several more iterations of the Krylov method. The method using the block-diagonal
Braess-Sarazin relaxation requires only 0.85 seconds per iteration for the 512 × 512
problem. So, the block-diagonal Braess-Sarazin method requires 4.33 times as many
iterations as the full extended Vanka method, but requires only 0.055 as much time
per iteration. As the iteration counts for the block-diagonal Braess-Sarazin-based
method are stable, it will likely be superior to the Vanka-based approaches on all
feasible problem sizes.
In Figure 2.12, we show the total time to solution on a log scale for each method
considered above for the 512 × 512 grid. It is clear that the monolithic multigrid preconditioner with block-diagonal Braess-Sarazin relaxation leads to the shortest time
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Table 2.5: The solve time in seconds of monolithic multigrid preconditioners for
various grid sizes, from 32 × 32 to 512 × 512. The number of required GMRES
iterations is shown in parentheses next to the time.
Diagonal Vanka
Full Extended Vanka
Diagonal Extended Vanka
Diagonal Braess-Sarazin
Block-Diagonal Braess-Sarazin

32 × 32
1.01 (18)
0.29 (6)
0.73 (15)
0.14 (28)
0.11 (22)

64 × 64
4.68 (19)
1.30 (6)
3.32 (15)
0.49 (30)
0.38 (24)

128 × 128
20.86 (20)
5.47 (6)
14.78 (16)
1.85 (32)
1.34 (24)

256 × 256
91.39 (21)
22.70 (6)
60.94 (16)
7.14 (33)
5.21 (25)

512 × 512
383.13 (22)
93.68 (6)
248.47 (16)
30.86 (35)
22.04 (26)

Figure 2.12: Total time to solution on a log scale of all of the methods considered
on a uniform 512 × 512 mesh. The results for the block-preconditioning methods
are shown in green, and the results for the monolithic multigrid preconditioning
methods are shown in blue.
to solution. Also, the monolithic multigrid preconditioner with diagonal BraessSarazin relaxation and the block preconditioners with point relaxation require approximately the same amount of time. The next group were the methods based
on full block Gauss-Seidel methods: block preconditioning with full block GaussSeidel relaxation and monolithic multigrid with full extended Vanka relaxation. The
methods that took the most time to solution were those based on diagonal block
Gauss-Seidel, again emphasizing that reduced setup cost and solve time per iteration
is not enough to compensate for the high iteration counts of these methods.
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Figure 2.13: The unstructured coarse mesh.
Table 2.6: Number of degrees of freedom in the global problem for each number of
grid refinements of the unstructured coarse mesh.
Grid Refinements
Degrees of Freedom

2.5.5

4
58,658

5
234,048

6
935,040

7
3,737,856

8
14,946,816

Solver performance on an unstructured mesh

As a final test, the preconditioners are tested on a mesh generated by uniform
refinements of the unstructured coarse-grid mesh shown in Figure 2.13. The number
of grid refinements used and the resulting fine-grid number of degrees of freedom
are shown in Table 2.6. The number of grid refinements is equal to the number of
levels in the multigrid hierarchies, and a direct solve is used on the coarsest grid
(720 velocity degrees of freedom and 228 pressure degrees of freedom). Note that
using 6 refinements leads to a system nearly half as large as the uniform 512 × 512
mesh above, and using 7 refinements leads to a system nearly twice as large.
For these experiments, we use the same parameters for each preconditioner as
we used for the above experiments on the uniform mesh, demonstrating the relative
insensitivity of these parameter choices to the underlying mesh. The total time to
solution and iteration counts for each preconditioner are given in Table 2.7. Most
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Table 2.7: Solver performance in seconds for the tests on the refined unstructured
coarse mesh with various levels of refinements. In parentheses is the number of
iterations required of the Krylov solver to attain convergence to a relative tolerance
of 10−6 from a zero initial guess.
Block-Diagonal Point SGS
Block-Diagonal Full Blk-GS
Block-Diagonal Diagonal Blk-GS
Block-Triangular Point SGS
Block-Triangular Full Blk-GS
Block-Triangular Diagonal Blk-GS
Diagonal Braess-Sarazin
Block-Diagonal Braess-Sarazin
Diagonal Vanka
Full Extended Vanka
Diagonal Extended Vanka

4-level
0.79 (38)
2.72 (19)
4.48 (41)
0.81 (33)
2.07 (14)
4.23 (38)
0.77 (25)
0.65 (20)
7.06 (16)
2.48 (5)
5.35 (13)

5-level
3.51 (43)
11.27 (19)
21.26 (44)
3.73 (37)
9.12 (14)
20.66 (41)
3.33 (27)
2.85 (22)
32.54 (17)
10.48 (5)
24.22 (14)

6-level
15.21 (47)
46.45 (18)
97.85 (47)
16.23 (41)
36.62 (14)
91.28 (44)
13.65 (29)
11.57 (23)
142.29 (18)
43.79 (5)
100.96 (14)

7-level
64.97 (50)
194.08 (18)
411.20 (50)
70.09 (43)
150.97 (14)
382.33 (46)
59.80 (31)
49.18 (24)
610.59 (19)
174.54 (5)
412.71 (14)

8-level
269.45 (51)
770.07 (18)
1743.03 (51)
300.61 (45)
632.01 (14)
1585.66 (47)
250.01 (32)
196.90 (24)
2434.00 (19)
716.55 (5)
1754.88 (15)

generally, we see that all solvers behave as predicted above. In particular, the block
preconditioners using pointwise Gauss-Seidel have the worst grid dependence of all
preconditioners in terms of iteration counts, followed by the block preconditioners
using diagonal block Gauss-Seidel. The monolithic multigrid methods all show good
scaling properties, as do the block preconditioners with full block Gauss-Seidel relaxation. The best iteration counts are obtained using monolithic multigrid with
extended full Vanka relaxation. However, the best time for all levels of refinement is
given by monolithic multigrid preconditioning with block-diagonal Braess-Sarazintype relaxation.

2.6

Conclusions and Future Directions

We have presented numerical results for two families of multigrid-based preconditioners for a DG discretization of the Stokes equations, showing that block-factorization
approaches as well as monolithic multigrid approaches can be designed that provide scalable algorithms for this problem. In particular, we have shown that blockdiagonal and block-triangular preconditioners with both pointwise and block GaussSeidel methods, as well as monolithic geometric multigrid preconditioners using
Braess-Sarazin-type and Vanka-type relaxation lead to effective preconditioners for
this problem. The block preconditioners with full block Gauss-Seidel relaxation
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and monolithic multigrid with extended full Vanka are shown to give the best scaling properties, with the later giving the best iteration counts. However, the best
method for total time to solution is using a monolithic multigrid preconditioner with
block-diagonal Braess-Sarazin-type relaxation.
Here, we have relied upon geometric multigrid approaches. This could be relaxed
to considering algebraic multigrid approaches for this problem. However, in the case
of block preconditioning, this would require an AMG-style interpolation operator
for the DG-BDM1 velocity block. In the case of monolithic multigrid, we would
require grid transfer operators that preserve the saddle-point block structure for the
relaxation methods to be meaningful, in addition to dealing with the penalty terms
effectively on coarse grids. Additionally, we are finalizing a parallel implementation
of the algorithms, and we will compare the performance of these preconditioners to
other state-of-the-art preconditioners for this problem [10, 52].
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Chapter 3
A vector-potential formulation of
two-dimensional resistive
magnetohydrodynamics
In this chapter, we expand the monolithic multigrid preconditioners developed in the
previous chapter for the Stokes equations to linearizations of the equations of magnetohydrodynamics. Whereas the previous chapter studied a complex, discontinuous
Galerkin discretization of the equations, here we consider nodal finite-element discretization, which has been thoroughly studied for a variety of other problems. In
this context, we are able to isolate the effect of the relaxation scheme independent
of other choices in the solution strategy, such as difficult finite-element spaces or
complex, algebraic grid transfers.

3.1

Introduction

Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) models the flow of a charged fluid in the presence of
electromagnetic fields. There are myriad formulations of the MHD model, depending
on the domain and physical parameters in question. In this chapter, we treat the
ions and the electrons together as a single fluid. The resulting model couples the
Navier-Stokes equations with Maxwell’s equations forming a nonlinear system of
partial differential equations (PDEs). Depending on assumptions associated with
the coupling between the electric field, current density, and Ohm’s law, one can
obtain a variety of different formulations such as ideal MHD, resistive MHD, and Hall
MHD [46]. In this chapter, we consider an incompressible viscoresistive formulation
of the MHD system. Moreover, we focus on time-independent solutions, as our
A version of this chapter has been submitted to SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing (SISC)
as “Monolithic multigrid methods for two-dimensional resistive magnetohydrodynamics”.
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primary concern is with the linear solvers.
In order to treat this nonlinear system of PDEs, we discretize the nonlinear
equations and then linearize using automatic differentiation and Newton’s method
[70]. In addition, we use a mixed finite-element discretization that results in a saddlepoint linear system. Systems of this type arise in a variety of applications, including
fluid dynamics [13]. There are two dominant families of solution algorithms for
these types of systems, namely block preconditioning [35,36,54,91,94] or monolithic
multigrid [15, 62, 93].
Block preconditioners manipulate a segregated Jacobian operator so that the
essential coupling in the problem is easily resolved using workhorse algorithms such
as algebraic multigrid methods [76] on simpler problems [91]. In this way, these
methods leverage the good parallel and mesh resolution scalability of existing preconditioner technology. Block preconditioning techniques have also been applied
to MHD models. For the viscoresistive model of MHD, [34] uses an approximate
block factorization scheme that decomposes the MHD system into two systems,
incompressible Navier-Stokes and a velocity-magnetics coupling, and solves them
independently, leveraging well-known solvers for incompressible Navier-Stokes. Additionally, in [30, 31, 57, 73], physics-based preconditioners are used to factor the
matrix into systems that are amenable to multigrid methods.
In contrast, we will consider the latter family of monolithic multigrid methods,
which have been used less commonly for MHD. In addition to those mentioned
in Chapter 2, monolithic multigrid methods for fluid dynamics can be found in
[40,69,81]. In the field of fluid-structure interaction, [43] presents a monolithic AMG
for that coupled system. For MHD, monolithic nonlinear multigrid solvers have been
used in the context of finite difference discretizations [1]. Alternatively, first-order
system least squares finite-element methods along with nested iteration and AMG
to solve the resulting linear systems have been used on resistive MHD formulations
[3, 5, 6]. Finally, in [83] a monolithic AMG preconditioner is developed for an equalorder stabilized viscoresistive MHD formulation. However, this methodology relies
on the unknowns being collocated at the mesh nodes and thus is not applicable for
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the mixed discretization considered here.
In this chapter, we will consider a mixed finite-element discretization of a viscoresistive formulation of the MHD model, described in Section 3.2. To precondition the
resulting linear systems, we employ a geometric multigrid preconditioner, detailed in
Section 3.3, in which we choose relaxation schemes that are extended from two wellknown fluid dynamics techniques, namely Vanka relaxation [93] and Braess-Sarazin
relaxation [15]. Finally, we show in Section 3.4 that these monolithic techniques
lead to effective preconditioners for this system.

3.2

Steady-state viscoresistive MHD

The MHD equations are a coupling of the Navier-Stokes equations with Maxwell’s
equations, where additional body forces come from electromagnetic effects [3,65]. We
pursue the one-fluid viscoresistive MHD system [46], where the dependent variables
are the fluid velocity u, the hydrodynamic pressure p, and the magnetic field B.
The equations are
∂u
+ (u ⋅ ∇)u − ∇ ⋅ (T + TM ) + ∇p = 0,
∂t
∂B
1
− ∇ × (u × B) + ∇ × (
∇ × B) = 0,
∂t
Rem

(3.1)
(3.2)

ρ∇ ⋅ u = 0,

(3.3)

∇ ⋅ B = 0,

(3.4)

where the Newtonian and magnetic stress tensors are
T=

1
[∇u + ∇uT ] ,
Re

(3.5)

and

TM = B ⊗ B −

1
∥B∥2 I,
2

(3.6)
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respectively [47]. Additionally, we define the standard nondimensional Reynolds
number, Re, and magnetic Reynolds number, Rem :
Re =

ρU L
ν

Rem =

µ0 U L
η

(3.7)

for a characteristic velocity, U , and a characteristic length scale, L. The physical
parameters, all assumed constant, are the fluid viscosity ν, the fluid density ρ, the
magnetic permeability of free space µ0 , and the magnetic resistivity η. A third
nondimensional constant arises in the test problem below, the Hartmann number,
defined as
Ha =

√

BL
ReRem = √ ,
ην

(3.8)

for a characteristic magnetic field magnitude B. The Reynolds number relates the
fluid velocity to the fluid viscosity; the magnetic Reynolds number relates the fluid
velocity to the magnetic resistivity; and the square of the Hartmann number relates
the magnetic forces and the viscous forces [65]. In particular, higher values for the
Hartmann number are associated with a stronger electromagnetic influence upon the
flow, representing stronger coupling between the fluid and electromagnetic variables.
For this study, we focus on a two-dimensional geometry. We first note that we
can write B = ∇ × A for a vector potential, A, since it must satisfy ∇ ⋅ B = 0 (as
such, Equation (3.4) is automatically satisfied, and we no longer include it in the
formulation). Since we want B to have nonzero components only in the plane, we
demand that A = (0, 0, Az )T . Using this simplification, Equation (3.2) reduces to
the following scalar equation:
1
∂Az
+ u ⋅ ∇Az −
∇ 2 Az + Ez0 = 0,
∂t
Rem

(3.9)

where Ez0 is the z-component of the electrostatic part, Estat , of the electric field, E,
that vanishes in the derivation of (3.2) because ∇ × Estat = 0. The magnetic stress
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tensor (3.6) can also be rewritten in terms of Az :

TM =

3 ∂Az 2
∂Az ∂Az
[
] (êx ⊗ êx ) − [
] (êx ⊗ êy )
2 ∂y
∂y ∂x
∂Az ∂Az
3 ∂Az 2
−[
] (êy ⊗ êx ) + [
] (êy ⊗ êy ), (3.10)
∂y ∂x
2 ∂x

where êx and êy are the unit vectors in the x and y directions, respectively. For
this chapter, we consider this vector potential formulation, given by Equations (3.1),
(3.3), and (3.9), with viscous and magnetic stress tensors defined by Equations (3.5)
and (3.10), respectively.

3.2.1

Discretization and Linearization

In this chapter, we consider the time-steady case of (3.1), (3.3), and (3.9), with
(3.5) and (3.10), and henceforth drop the time derivatives. To begin, note that the
boundary conditions we consider are homogeneous Dirichlet for the fluid velocity and
insulating conditions for B on the domain boundaries. The latter gives n × B = 0 for
normal vector, n, on the given boundary, which implies that Az = 0 on the boundary.
Thus, we define finite-dimensional test spaces Vh ⊂ H10 , V h ⊂ H01 , and Qh ⊂ L20 . We
write the discretized weak form of these equations:
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
∫ {[(u ⋅ ∇)u ] ⋅ v + (T + TM ) ∶ ∇v + ∇p ⋅ v } dx = 0

∀vh ∈ Vh ,

(3.11)

1
∇Ahz ⋅ ∇ψ h ] dx = 0
Rem

∀ψ h ∈ V h ,

(3.12)

∀q h ∈ Qh ,

(3.13)

Ω

0
h
h
h
∫ [(u ⋅ ∇Az + Ez ) ψ +
Ω

h
h
∫ q ∇ ⋅ u dx = 0
Ω

where Th = T(uh ) and ThM = TM (Ahz ).
The discrete variational form, (3.11)-(3.13), is nonlinear and, thus, automatic
differentiation is used in the context of Newton’s method to linearize the system [70].
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After this process, linear systems of the following block form are solved:
⎡
⎢F
⎢
⎢
⎢
Ax = ⎢ Y
⎢
⎢
⎢ T
⎢B
⎣

⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
B ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢xu ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢fu ⎥⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
D 0 ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ xa ⎥⎥ = ⎢⎢ fa ⎥⎥ .
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
0 0 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ xp ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ fp ⎥⎦
Z

(3.14)

where xu , xa , and xp are the discrete Newton corrections for u, Az , and p, respectively, and fu , fa , and fp are the corresponding blocks of the nonlinear residual.
As with the Stokes equations, well-posedness of the discrete system requires
that the discretization of the velocity and pressure unknowns satisfy an “inf-sup”
condition. In this case, the fluid velocity and pressure variables, xu and xp , are
discretized using Taylor-Hood (Q2 − Q1 ) elements that are well-known to be stable
[23, 37]. The basis functions associated with these elements are biquadratic for each
component of the velocity field (Vh = Q2 ) and bilinear for the pressure (Qh = Q1 ).
For the vector potential variable, xa , a discretization using (scalar) Q2 elements is
used as the test space, V h . This affords the advantage that the degrees of freedom
will be collocated with the velocity field degrees of freedom.
While similar discretizations have been considered in the literature before [34,
74, 83], we note that proofs of inf-sup stability for (3.11)-(3.13) remain open, both
in the continuum and at the discrete level. For the variational formulation of the
full B-field stationary, incompressible MHD system, it is known that augmenting
an inf-sup stable finite-element pair for the velocity-pressure degrees of freedom
with an appropriate finite-element space for the magnetic degrees of freedom yields
a system that is stable overall [49, 82], under suitable small-data or low-Reynolds
number assumptions. Following these approaches would likely yield a similar result
for this formulation, and we will consider this in future work.
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3.3

Monolithic Multigrid

Geometric multigrid methods effectively use complementary processes of relaxation
and coarse-grid correction to effectively damp all components of the error in a linear system [29, 90]. In particular, a relaxation technique is employed to quickly
damp the oscillatory components of the error. Subsequently, a coarse-grid correction scheme, in which a projected problem is solved on a coarser grid and the solution
is interpolated as an error correction on the fine grid, is used to damp the smooth
components of the error. This process may be applied recursively to multigrid hierarchies consisting of several levels to achieve an optimal algorithm for solving a
linear system.
Here, we investigate the choice of the relaxation scheme, leaving the rest of the
multigrid method fixed. We use geometric interpolation and restriction operators on
regular grids with coarsening by a factor of two in each direction. These grid transfer operators are applied component-wise (that is, the velocity space is coarsened
independently of the pressure space, etc.). In particular, we define the interpolation
operators to be the blocked versions of the standard Q2 − Q2 − Q1 finite-element
interpolation operators. That is,
⎡
⎤
⎢Pu
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥,
P =⎢
P
a
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
P
p⎥
⎣
⎦
where Pu is a vector-biquadratic interpolation operator (Q2 ), Pa is a scalar-biquadratic
interpolation operator (Q2 ), and Pp is a bilinear interpolation operator (Q1 ). Furthermore, we use the Galerkin coarse grid operator Ac = P T AP . Finally, we use
one pre-relaxation step (i.e., before restricting to the coarse grid) and one postrelaxation step (i.e., after interpolating the correction to the fine grid). With these
components fixed, we extend and compare two relaxation techniques from the fluid
dynamics literature. We discuss the extension of the Vanka scheme [93] to System
(3.14) in Section 3.3.1, and then we describe the extension of the Braess-Sarazin
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scheme [15] in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1

Vanka Relaxation

Similarly to Chapter 2, we define the sets of degrees of freedom (DOFs) to be Su =
{u1 , . . . , unu }, Sa = {a1 , . . . , ana }, and Sp = {p1 , . . . , pnp }, where nu , na , and np are
the numbers of u, Az , and p DOFs, respectively, in the system. Let S = Su ∪ Sa ∪ Sp
be the set of all DOFs in the system. The N Vanka blocks, S` ⊂ S, ` = 1, . . . , N , are
chosen such that each block contains some elements of Su , some elements of Sa , and
some elements of Sp . Moreover, the Vanka scheme is an overlapping block-GaussSeidel method, and, thus, DOFs are allowed to appear in multiple blocks so long as
∪` S` = S (i.e., each DOF appears in at least one block).
Remark 3.3.1 Note that the members of Su , Sa , and Sp are not the values in the
vectors xu , xa , and xp , though there is an obvious connection between the two.
Specifically, the value corresponding to the DOF ui is the ith entry in the vector xu .
A similar relation holds for Sa and xa , as well as Sp and xp .

♢

In fluid-dynamics applications, the standard approach to decomposing S into
the subsets, S` , is to “seed” the choice of the Vanka blocks by the incompressibility
constraint, or (equivalently) by the pressure degrees of freedom. Algebraically, this
means considering each row, `, of the matrix B T in (3.14), and defining S` to be the
DOFs with nonzero entries in that row, as well as the DOF, p` ∈ Sp , to which that
row corresponds. Geometrically, this is the same as considering pressure node ` and
defining S` to be all of the DOFs contained in the stencil surrounding it, with the
exception of the other pressure DOFs (so that only a single pressure DOF appears in
each Vanka block). Thus, the incompressibility constraint is enforced for the DOFs
in the Vanka block at each step of the Gauss-Seidel iteration.
Since, in the block form given in Equation (3.14), there is no coupling between
the magnetics degrees of freedom and the incompressibility constraint (i.e., there
are no length-one algebraic graph connections from nodes associated with DOFs
from the matrix B T to those associated with the matrix Z), proceeding in this way
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does not give a proper decomposition of S, since no decomposition of Sa is done.
Since we are working with a Q2 − Q2 − Q1 finite-element method, however, we have
vector potential degrees of freedom xa that are collocated with the velocity degrees
of freedom (xu ). Thus, we extend the classical definition of the Vanka blocks by augmenting them with the magnetics DOFs that are collocated with the velocity DOFs
that are associated with the local incompressibility constraint equation particular
to that block. This is the only dependence on the discretization in this method, and
it could easily be generalized to other discretizations. Alternatively, if one considers
the complete symbolic finite-element stencil (i.e., including entries that numerically
but not symbolically evaluate to zero), a Vanka block S` may be thought of as those
DOFs present in a stencil centered on pressure node `, except for the other pressure
DOFs. For the Q2 − Q2 − Q1 discretization in 2D, the Vanka blocks will have a maximal size of 76 DOFs per block (25 each for the x- and y-components of velocity, 25
for the vector potential, and one for the pressure).
The Vanka blocks are collections of degrees of freedom that we use to define
the remainder of the method. For each Vanka block S` , the Vanka step computes
updates to the global solution x as
−1
) V`T (b − Ax) .
x ← x + V` (ωM``

(3.15)

Here, V`T is a “restriction operator” that restricts global vectors to local vectors,
containing only entries corresponding to the degrees of freedom in Vanka block S` .
Likewise, V` is the corresponding “prolongation operator” that returns local vectors
to global vectors [78]. We also require the use of an underrelaxation parameter here,
termed ω. Finally, M`` = V`T M V` , where M is some appropriate preconditioner for
A. Note that M`` will maintain the saddle-point structure of A. In our case, it is
the choice of M that differentiates different Vanka methods.
Remark 3.3.2 For our purposes, we consider ω in Equation (3.15) to be a scalar.
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It is possible, however, to consider a diagonal matrix scaling instead, with
⎤
⎡
⎥
⎢ωu Iu
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥,
ω=⎢
ω
I
a
a
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢
ω
I
p p⎥
⎦
⎣
where Iu , Ia , and Ip are identity matrices of appropriate size for the velocity, magnetics, and pressure DOFs in each Vanka block. As we show in Section 3.4.2, scaling
each component independently was not necessary to achieve good performance in
♢

the case of the test problem that we consider.

Next, we define three different Vanka methods: “Full” Vanka, “Diagonal” Vanka,
and “Economy” Vanka. These correspond to three choices of M . To assist in
describing these methods, we make the following definitions, relative to the system
(3.14):
⎡
⎢F
⎢
F̂ = ⎢
⎢
⎢Y
⎣

⎤
Z ⎥⎥
⎥,
⎥
D⎥⎦

⎡ ⎤
⎢B ⎥
⎢ ⎥
B̂ = ⎢ ⎥ ,
⎢ ⎥
⎢0⎥
⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤
⎢xu ⎥
⎢ ⎥
xû = ⎢ ⎥ ,
⎢ ⎥
⎢ xa ⎥
⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤
⎢fu ⎥
⎢ ⎥
fû = ⎢ ⎥ .
⎢ ⎥
⎢ fa ⎥
⎣ ⎦

(3.16)

Then, System (3.14) is rewritten
⎡
⎢ F̂
⎢
Ax = ⎢
⎢ T
⎢B̂
⎣

⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
B̂ ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢xû ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢fû ⎥⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ ⎥.
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
0 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ xp ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ fp ⎥⎦

(3.17)

Thus, (3.14) is in exactly the same block form as the linear systems associated with
the incompressible Stokes or Navier-Stokes equations [15, 56, 59, 93].
The “Full” Vanka method is defined by taking Mfull = A:
⎡
⎢ F̂
⎢
Mfull = ⎢
⎢ T
⎢B̂
⎣

⎤
B̂ ⎥⎥
⎥.
⎥
0 ⎥⎦

(3.18)

In this case, the Vanka submatrix M`` is effectively dense. Even though these submatrices are not large (maximally 76×76 in the case of a Q2 −Q2 −Q1 discretization),
solving systems with them is computationally expensive, especially as the number
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of Vanka blocks grows large. To ameliorate this computational burden, we consider alternative choices for M that result in submatrices that can be more cheaply
inverted at each step.
First, we define the “Diagonal” Vanka method [56, 59], which was also originally
used for incompressible Navier-Stokes. We extend it here to MHD simply by using
⎡
⎤
⎢diag(F̂ ) B̂ ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥,
M = Mdiag = ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢ B̂ T
⎥
0
⎣
⎦
where

(3.19)

⎡
⎤
⎢diag(F )
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
diag(F̂ ) = ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
diag(D)⎥⎦
⎣

The fluid-pressure coupling is exactly the same as the Diagonal Vanka method for
Navier-Stokes, and we have added a diagonal component of the magnetics variables
as well. The choice of M = Mdiag results in Vanka submatrices, M`` that are much
less dense than those resulting from the choice M = Mfull . Moreover, solving the
resulting linear systems requires only three vector operations (and no explicit matrix
inversion or matrix-vector products), on vectors of size one less than the dimension
of M`` : a component-wise product (for the inversion of the diagonal block), a scalar
multiplication, and a dot product.
We will see in Section 3.4.3.1 that solving systems with Mdiag is substantially
cheaper and faster per iteration than with Mfull , but the resulting preconditioner
deteriorates as the fluid velocity and magnetics coupling, represented by Y and Z,
grows stronger. This is because this approach essentially decouples the magnetics
from the velocity-pressure unknowns when updating the `th block. This can be seen
by considering the following block factorization of (3.19):
⎤ ⎡
⎤⎡
⎤
⎡
⎢diag(F̂ ) B̂ ⎥ ⎢diag(F̂ ) 0 ⎥ ⎢I diag(F̂ )−1 B̂ ⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥=⎢
⎥⎢
⎥,
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ B̂ T
⎥ ⎢ B̂ T
⎥ ⎢0
⎥
Ŝ
I
0
⎦⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦ ⎣

(3.20)
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where Ŝ = −B̂ T diag(F̂ )−1 B̂. Expanding this expression, we have

Ŝ = − [B T

⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤
⎢diag(F )−1
⎥ ⎢B ⎥
0
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎥ ⎢ ⎥ = −B T diag(F )−1 B.
0] ⎢⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢
0
diag(D)−1 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 0 ⎥⎦
⎣

(3.21)

That is, a solve with (3.20) will decouple the magnetics from the velocity-pressure
update on block `, since solves with Ŝ will only receive contributions from F , the
matrix representing velocity-velocity coupling on Vanka block `.
As an alternative that preserves some physics coupling and reduces the density
of the submatrices, we propose an “Economy” Vanka method. For this approach,
we define
⎡
⎤
⎢blkDiag(F̂ ) B̂ ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥,
M = Mecon = ⎢
⎢
⎥
T
⎢
B̂
0 ⎥⎦
⎣

(3.22)

where blkDiag(F̂ ) is a special block-diagonal submatrix of F̂ . To form blkDiag(F̂ )
in the case of the Q2 − Q2 − Q1 discretization, we remove the off-node connections in
a given row of F̂ , or, equivalently, we keep only the entries in a row corresponding
to velocity and magnetics DOFs collocated with the DOF corresponding to the diagonal entry of that row. In this case, the resultant matrix, blkDiag(F̂ ), will have
three entries remaining in each row: one x-component of velocity, one y-component
of velocity, and one vector potential. The Vanka submatrices arising from the choice
of M = Mecon will inherit this increased sparsity while still preserving some of the
velocity-magnetics coupling. Thus, these submatrices are cheaper to apply than
those of the Full approach. By pre-computing the (dense) LU-factors of the submatrices corresponding to these diagonal blocks, we can cheaply apply the inverses of
the Economy Vanka submatrices by a series of solves with these factors, plus one
scalar multiplication and a dot product, both with vectors of size one less than the
dimension of M`` .
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3.3.2

Braess-Sarazin Relaxation

To define the Braess-Sarazin method for this problem, we use (3.17) and proceed
directly as in the original algorithm. We must solve systems of the form
⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡
⎤⎡
⎢αC B̂ ⎥ ⎢x⎥ ⎢αC 0 ⎥ ⎢I
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢
⎥⎢
⎢ T
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ T
⎥⎢
⎢B̂
⎥ ⎢y ⎥ ⎢B̂
⎥ ⎢0
0
S
⎣
⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣
⎦⎣

⎡ ⎤
1 −1 ⎤
⎥⎢ ⎥
α C B̂ ⎥ ⎢x⎥
I

⎡ ⎤
⎢d⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ ⎥,
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎥ ⎢ y ⎥ ⎢g ⎥
⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

(3.23)

where C is some appropriate preconditioner for F̂ , the inverse of which is easy
to apply, α is a chosen relaxation parameter, and S = − α1 B̂ T C −1 B̂ is the Schur
complement. Solutions of (3.23) are computed by
Sy = g −
x=

1 T −1
B̂ C d
α

(3.24)

1 −1
C (d − B̂y).
α

(3.25)

In practice, (3.24) is not solved exactly; an approximate solve is sufficient. For
this study, we explicitly form the matrix S for a given choice of C, and we consider
approximately solving (3.24) using a single sweep of either Symmetric (point) GaussSeidel (SGS) or weighted (point) Jacobi. SGS does not require another parameter to
be chosen, and we will see that it tends to be more effective in terms of linear iteration
counts. Jacobi requires another parameter choice but is a perfectly parallelizable
method. Solves with more sweeps were also considered, but we observed only slight
improvement in the average linear iteration count and almost no improvement in
total time to solution when using multiple sweeps of SGS.
The ideal Braess-Sarazin update then takes the form
⎡ ⎤(k+1) ⎡ ⎤(k) ⎡
⎤−1 ⎡ ⎤ ⎡
⎢xû ⎥
⎢xû ⎥
⎢αC B̂ ⎥ ⎛⎢fû ⎥ ⎢ F̂
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎜⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎥ ⎜⎢ ⎥ − ⎢
=⎢ ⎥ +⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ T
⎥ ⎜⎢ ⎥ ⎢ T
⎢ xp ⎥
⎢ xp ⎥
⎢B̂
⎥ ⎝⎢ fp ⎥ ⎢B̂
0
⎣ ⎦ ⎣
⎣ ⎦
⎣ ⎦
⎣
⎦

⎤ ⎡ ⎤(k) ⎞
B̂ ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢xû ⎥⎥ ⎟
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎟,
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎟
0 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ xp ⎥⎦ ⎠

where F̂ , B̂, xû , and fû are as in (3.16), and C is some appropriate preconditioner
for F̂ . The linear system is approximately solved using (3.24)–(3.25) using symmetric Gauss-Seidel or weighted Jacobi to approximately solve the Schur complement
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system, as described above.
We note that (3.23) could also be seen as the starting point for the well-known
family of block-factorization preconditioners [13, 35, 37]; because we use it only to
define the smoother on each level of the multigrid hierarchy, we are able to choose
C to be based on very simple approximations to F̂ and still have a very effective
preconditioner. For this study, we consider two possible choices for C. The first
possibility is simply
⎡
⎤
⎢diag(F )
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥.
Cdiag = diag(F̂ ) = ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
diag(D)
⎣
⎦
This choice, referred to hereafter as Diagonal Braess-Sarazin, affords the advantage
−1
that Cdiag
is nearly trivial to compute and apply.

Applying the same reasoning as in Section 3.3.1 with (3.20)–(3.21), we see that
Diagonal Braess-Sarazin results in a Schur complement of the form S = −B T diag(F )−1 B.
In this case, Diagonal Braess-Sarazin essentially decouples as the original BraessSarazin on the fluid system (velocity and pressure) and weighted Jacobi on the
magnetics degrees of freedom — there is no coupling of the magnetics with the
fluids. We expect, then, that this decoupling leads to the diminishing performance
of the solver that is observed in Section 3.4.2 when the strength of the coupling
between the fluid velocity and magnetic potential is increased.
Thus, in order to achieve a more robust method, we consider the same blockdiagonal approximation to F̂ that we considered when forming Mecon , (3.22), for
Economy Vanka above. That is, we use Cblkdiag = blkDiag(F̂ ). This choice, referred
−1
to hereafter as Block-Diagonal Braess-Sarazin, results in a Cblkdiag
that has only 3

entries per row, and is, thus, also easy to apply. Moreover, it recognizes the coupling
between the magnetic effects and the fluid effects. We see that preserving this
coupling numerically in the relaxation scheme is important for achieving convergence
in physical regimes in which the magnetic forces couple strongly to those of the fluid.
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3.4

Numerical Experiments

For numerical experiments, we study a modified Hartmann flow vector potential
system [65, 83]. This is an appealing test problem for this study because there is a
known analytical solution against which we will verify the numerical results. We fix
the stopping criterion for the nonlinear iteration to be that the norm of the nonlinear
residual has been reduced below 10−8 . A relative residual reduction of 10−5 is the
linear solver stopping criteria. Within the multigrid method, the number of levels is
chosen so that the coarsest grid corresponds to an 8 × 8 mesh (3,556 DOFs). Finally,
we use geometric interpolation operators and Galerkin coarse-grid operators, as
described above, as well as one pre-relaxation step and one post-relaxation step
(a V(1,1) cycle). The only component to the solver that varies is the choice of the
relaxation technique: Full Vanka, Economy Vanka, Diagonal Vanka, Block-Diagonal
Braess-Sarazin, and Diagonal Braess-Sarazin.
We have implemented these solvers using the Trilinos framework [50] within the
Drekar multi-physics application [87]. Drekar manages the simulation interface —
the nonlinear iterations, the discretization, and the linear solver. Multigrid preconditioners are implemented within the MueLu package [75] and the Teko package [33],
designed for block preconditioning, is used for the Braess-Sarazin methods. Finally,
the Vanka methods are implemented within the Ifpack2 package [50], as an interface for block Gauss-Seidel methods, which already existed there — requiring only
that the blocks and the Vanka submatrix form be specified. All tests are performed
in serial and run on a machine with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 CPUs at 2.60 GHz
configured with 128GB DDR3 RAM clocked at 1866MHz.

3.4.1

Test problem and numerical verification

The modified Hartmann flow problem is a steady-state problem that we consider in
two dimensions, posed over a square domain Ω = [−L, L]2 . This models a section of
a duct or channel through which a fluid is flowing and is subjected to a transverse
magnetic field B0 = (0, B0 , 0), applied perpendicularly to the direction of the flow.
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In this test problem, the fluid flow is driven in the x-direction by an applied pressure
gradient

∂p
∂x

= −G0 , and, thus the magnetic field B0 is nonzero only in the y-direction.

Also, we assume that the channel has insulating walls. Thus, as stated above, we
have Dirichlet boundary conditions for the fluid velocity and the magnetic vector
potential on all four walls.
This configuration results in velocity having only a single nonzero component, ux ,
and the magnetic field having two, Bx and By . It can be shown that By = B0 [65], the
applied magnetic field. The analytical solution to this problem is then u = (ux , 0, 0)
and B = (Bx , B0 , 0), where
ux =

ηρG0 Ha cosh(Ha) − cosh(yHa/L)
),
(
sinh(Ha)
B02

(3.26)

Bx =

B0 Rem sinh(yHa/L) − y sinh(Ha)/L
(
).
Ha
cosh(Ha)

(3.27)

and

From this expression and recalling that B = ∇ × A, we have that Az must be
Az = −B0 x +

µ0 ρG0 L2 cosh(yHa/L)
y2
− 2).
(
B0
sinh(Ha)Ha 2L

(3.28)

Due to the insulating walls of the channel, the electrostatic field component is constant and is given by
Ez0 =

ηρG0
Ha
(1 −
).
B0
tanh(Ha)

Recall the definitions of the Reynolds number, Re, the magnetic Reynolds number, Rem , and the Hartmann number, Ha, given in Equations (3.7) and (3.8). In
the case of the Hartmann problem, we have U is proportional to the maximum
x-direction velocity:
U=

ηρG0
Ha
.
2
B0 tanh(Ha)

For the Hartmann number, the characteristic magnetic field magnitude is B = B0 .
For the numerical experiments, we took L = 1, giving the computational domain
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Ω = [−1, 1]2 . Furthermore, we took ρ = ν = η = µ0 = 1, and G0 = 50. We selected
different values for B0 to produce the desired Hartmann numbers.
In Figure 3.1, we show a numerical verification study. We observe that, for a representative sample of the solvers, we are in excellent agreement with the analytical
solution. The linear solver used to generate the numerical results for Figure 3.1 was
multigrid-preconditioned GMRES with Block-Diagonal Braess-Sarazin relaxation
with α = 1.0 using Symmetric Gauss-Seidel for the approximate Schur complement
solve on a problem for which the size of the fine grid was 512 × 512. It should be
noted that the results were indistinguishable for the other solvers with their optimal
parameters. Table 3.1 shows number of rows and number of nonzero entries in the
fine-grid matrix for a number of grid sizes, as well the number of Newton steps and
total GMRES iterations required to resolve the simulation. We also show the discrete L2 -norm of the error in the ux and the Az components of the final solution. We
have spatial convergence of the nonlinear problem in the L2 -norm in O(h4 ). Note
that this is for the full solution. For quadratic elements applied to the linearizations,
we expect O(h3 ) convergence rates for the update in Newton’s method and, hence,
get one more order for the full solution. Furthermore, with Ha = 20, the number of
Newton steps and GMRES iterations remains effectively constant as the resolution
is increased. At Ha = 80 on a grid with 128 × 128 elements, the linear solver requires
more iterations to resolve the solution, but the nonlinear solver is unaffected. At
higher resolution, however, this is not an issue and the iteration counts appear closer
to those in the Ha = 20 case, where the influence of the magnetic field is less strong.

3.4.2

Parameter Studies

Each of the relaxation techniques described in Section 3.3 has at least one parameter
that must be chosen: ω for Vanka and α for Braess-Sarazin. With the Braess-Sarazin
method, we consider different techniques for solving (3.25), namely classical weighted
Jacobi and Symmetric Gauss-Seidel iterations. The former yields the advantage that
it is perfectly parallelizable, but requires choosing an underrelaxation parameter ωJ
to get convergence. The latter gives slightly better serial convergence (by about two
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Figure 3.1: Numerical verification of the Block-Diagonal Braess-Sarazin solver for
the Hartmann test problem. On the top, the true versus the computed velocity
(ux ) solutions; on the bottom, the true versus the computed vector potential (Az )
× symbols
solutions. The solid lines show the analytical solution and the × and +
indicate the numerical solution sampled every 12 elements along the line x = 0.
Recall that the solutions for ux should be independent of x and the solutions for Az
should only vary linearly with x.
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Table 3.1: Data for typical simulations using the Braess-Sarazin method with α = 1.0
and SGS as the approximate Schur complement solver. “N ” is the row dimension
of the system matrix. “nnz” is the number of nonzeros in the matrix, including zeros that arise numerically but not symbolically in the finite-element discretization.
“Newton” gives the number of Newton steps to reach an absolute nonlinear residual tolerance of 10−8 . “GMRES” indicates the total number of GMRES iterations
required throughout the simulation. ∥eux ∥2 and ∥ea ∥2 are the discrete L2 norms of
the error in the ux and Az components of the numerical solution, respectively.

Ha = 20

Ha = 80

Grid
1282
2562
5122
10242
1282
2562
5122
10242

N
214,778
855,556
3,415,044
13,645,828
214,778
855,556
3,415,044
13,645,828

nnz
12,069,136
48,222,736
192,783,376
770,918,416
12,069,136
48,222,736
192,783,376
770,918,416

Newton
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4

GMRES
53
52
52
52
80
59
43
41

∥eux ∥2
3.36e-06
2.10e-07
1.31e-08
8.19e-10
1.19e-04
7.32e-06
4.53e-07
2.82e-08

∥ea ∥2
2.48e-06
1.57e-07
9.85e-09
6.16e-10
1.35e-04
1.02e-05
6.71e-07
4.20e-08

iterations per Newton step on average), and requires no additional parameters.

3.4.2.1

Vanka Relaxation

First, we consider Vanka relaxation. We investigate two physical regimes: one
with Hartmann number Ha = 20 and the other with Ha = 80. We vary the Vanka
parameter ω from 0.1 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1. Figure 3.2 shows the average number of
linear iterations per Newton step required to reduce the relative linear residual below
10−5 . The absence of a data point implies that the linear solver failed to converge
to the desired tolerance within fifty iterations for at least one of the Newton steps.
The optimal choice for Full Vanka is ω = 0.6, and with this choice of ω, the
linear systems converge in an average of six iterations for the Ha = 20 problem.
This convergence is independent of the fine-grid size. For the Ha = 80 problem, we
see convergence in about seven iterations — slightly less for the 512 × 512 problem
and slightly more for the 128 × 128 problem. Overall, the optimal parameter choice
for the method is quite insensitive to the grid size and Hartmann number.
For Diagonal Vanka, the optimal parameter has now shifted to ω = 0.5 for both
Hartmann numbers. For the Ha = 20 test problem, this method required an average
of 10-11 GMRES iterations per linear solve. For Ha = 80, however, the performance
of the Diagonal Vanka method is not robust to large Hartmann numbers. The
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optimal parameter shifts to ω = 0.3 and the average number of GMRES iterations
per linear solve has increased to 20-22, now requiring twice as many as for the
smaller Hartmann numbers. This is not surprising — as we increase the Hartmann
number, the magnetic coupling to the fluid flow becomes stronger. This coupling is
Z ] . That is,
largely ignored by relaxation when we take the diagonal of Â`` = [ YF D
``

the contributions of Z`` and Y`` are ignored by relaxation.
As the proposed compromise between the robustness of Full Vanka and the
simplicity of Diagonal Vanka, the results for Economy Vanka are shown in the center
row of Figure 3.2. For the low Hartmann number, Ha = 20, this method performs
similarly to the Diagonal Vanka method, having an optimal parameter of ω = 0.5
and requiring an average of 10-11 GMRES iterations per linear solve. However, for
the Ha = 80 test problem, it remains robust, requiring 11-13 GMRES iterations with
an optimal parameter of ω = 0.5. Thus, Economy Vanka takes a few more iterations
than Full Vanka, but it is also very robust across Hartmann parameter values, unlike
Diagonal Vanka.
As a final observation of this parameter study, we note that the Full Vanka
method offers more parameter choice flexibility in that it gives similar convergence
results for ω values between 0.5 and 0.7. However, with both the Economy and
Diagonal Vanka methods, we see that varying the relaxation parameter by 0.1 in
either direction from the optimal ω = 0.5 incurs a substantial cost of 3-6 GMRES
iterations per linear solve for most problems (for Ha = 80, it appears that choosing
ω = 0.4 for Economy Vanka is nearly as effective as ω = 0.5).
3.4.2.2

Braess-Sarazin Relaxation

Next, we examine Braess-Sarazin as the relaxation scheme and vary the Hartmann
number as Ha = 1, Ha = 20 and Ha = 80. We vary the Braess-Sarazin parameter α
from 0.7 to 2.5 in steps of 0.1. In Figure 3.3, the average number of linear iterations
required to reduce the relative linear residual below 10−5 is shown. The absence of
a data point implies that the linear solver failed to converge to the desired tolerance
within the allotted fifty iterations for at least one of the Newton steps. On the left
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Figure 3.2: The average number of GMRES iterations using the Vanka method
required to solve the linear systems to a relative tolerance of 10−5 over all Newton
steps for various choices of ω with the listed fine-grid size. The top row shows Full
Vanka; the middle row shows Economy Vanka; and the bottom row shows Diagonal
Vanka. The left column shows Ha = 20, and the right column shows Ha = 80.
of Figure 3.3, we use a single sweep of SGS to relax on the Schur complement solve
(3.24). On the right, we use a single Jacobi iteration to solve (3.24) with ωJ = 0.8.
Over all ωJ between 0.1 and 1.0 in steps of 0.1, choosing ωJ = 0.7 or ωJ = 0.8
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offered the best convergence; for uniformity, we show ωJ = 0.8 results throughout
this section.
For Ha = 1, the optimal parameter choice is clearly α = 1.0. Moreover, for α = 1.0,
Diagonal and Block-Diagonal Braess-Sarazin are identical in the average number of
iterations per Newton solve. Notice that there is some flexibility in the parameter
choice. Choosing an α near 1.0 still offers speedy convergence — only when α > 1.9
does the convergence suffer more rapidly. This trend is more noticeable with the
methods that use SGS to solve (3.24), but is also true for the Jacobi case.
For Ha = 20, again, the optimal parameter choice is α = 1.0. Here we see that
the Block-Diagonal method is more effective than the Diagonal method, requiring
about two fewer iterations per Newton solve. The trend from the Ha = 1 results
holds and choosing α near to 1.0 reliably ensures good convergence. Again, this is
more clear for the SGS methods than the Jacobi methods.
Analogously to the case of Diagonal Vanka, in the Ha = 80, the breakdown of
Diagonal Braess-Sarazin method is seen. The method is unable to converge at all
for the 128 × 128 fine-grid test problem, and it requires inconsistent choices of α to
converge on the larger grids. Again, taking the diagonal of F̂ ignores the contributions from Y and Z, the fluid velocity to magnetics coupling. As the Hartmann
number increases, this coupling becomes more pronounced, and this preconditioner
is unable to meaningfully capture that important coupling. Hence, from these results, the utility of the Block-Diagonal method is clear. The optimal parameter for
that method is still α = 1.0, and at the higher grid sizes, the average number of
iterations per Newton step has not increased relative to the Ha = 1 and Ha = 20
scenarios.

3.4.2.3

Toward Nonuniform Meshes

The parameter studies above have been run on uniform meshes. The velocity solution, u, to the Hartmann problem, however, develops a sharp boundary layer as Ha
grows larger, as shown in Figure 3.1. In this case, we could consider a boundarylayer type mesh, in which more elements are located in the regions close to y = ±1,
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Figure 3.3: The average number of GMRES iterations using the Braess-Sarazin
method required to solve the linear systems to a relative tolerance of 10−5 over all
Newton steps for various choices of α. The top row shows Ha = 1; the middle row
shows Ha = 20; and the bottom row shows Ha = 80. On the left, we use one sweep
of SGS to solve the approximate Schur complement system (3.24); on the right, we
use one sweep of weighted Jacobi with ωJ = 0.8.
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Figure 3.4: The average number of linear iterations required to solve the Hartmann
problem with Ha = 20 on a boundary-layer mesh with 256 × 256 elements.
where u changes rapidly. To do this, we maintain the tensor-product structure of
the grids and shift the points in the y direction such that half of them are evenly
spaced in [−1, −τ ] ∪ [τ, 1] and the other half are evenly spaced in [−τ, τ ]. The points
in the x direction remain evenly spaced in [−1, 1]. We then vary the value of τ ,
effectively shifting the aspect ratios of the cells in the mesh. Here, we note that the
aspect ratio of the elements in the boundary layer is

1
2τ .

Figure 3.4 shows the average number of linear iterations required as the aspect
ratio of the boundary elements grows (i.e., the spacing in the y-direction grows
smaller relative to the spacing in the x-direction), using the optimal parameter
choices from Sections 3.4.2.1 and 3.4.2.2. We see that as the aspect ratio increases,
the preconditioner using Full Vanka relaxation maintains stable average iteration
counts. However, the performance of the preconditioners using the Block-Diagonal
Braess-Sarazin and Economy Vanka schemes diminishes significantly as the aspect
ratio increases. In the results below, we return to cells with aspect ratio of unity,
noting that the conclusions in this case may not apply to non-uniform meshes,
particularly in the case of anisotropic elements.
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Table 3.2: Aggregated timings in seconds for 50 iterations of the three Vanka relaxation schemes. There is only one call to the setup phase, followed by 50 calls to
the solve phase. “Extract” and “Factor” are the extraction and factorization of the
Vanka matrices, and the following “Total” is the total time to setup the method,
including some additional software overhead. For the solve phase, “Resid” indicates the time spent updating the residual, “Block−1 ” indicates the amount of time
spent applying the block inverses (recall that the blocks are factored in setup), and
the following “Prec*x” indicates the total time spent applying the preconditioner,
including some additional overhead.
128 × 128
Full Econ Diag
Extract 4.756 1.142 1.031
Setup Factor 0.793 0.188 0.123
Total 6.103 1.843 1.335
Resid 112.3 110.2 112.3
Solve Block−1 8.282 3.845 1.119
Prec*x 124.7 118 117.4

3.4.3

256 × 256
512 × 512
Full Econ Diag Full Econ Diag
19.32 4.489 3.941 76.51 18.382 14.337
3.212 0.632 0.489 12.63 3.008 1.933
24.83 7.189 5.174 98.1 30.21 19.14
470.2 483.2 465.8 1848 1821 1828
40.33 16.73 4.503 162.2 67.71 17.73
528 517 486 2078 1958 1904

Performance analysis

With the algorithms validated against the analytical solution and the optimal parameters found, we now investigate the serial performance of these methods. First,
we isolate the performance of the relaxation schemes independent of the multigrid
method and the nonlinear iteration. Then, we compare performance for a set of full
simulations.

3.4.3.1

Aggregate timing breakdown

The first set of timing results investigates the performance of these relaxation techniques by themselves. To gather these results, we ran 50 iterations of GMRES on
the finest grid on the “zeroth” Newton step using a “one-level multigrid” preconditioner. This forces only one sweep of relaxation per iteration of GMRES. There is
only one setup phase per experiment. While we only consider the zeroth Newton
step for these tests, similar results are found for other iterations.
Table 3.2 shows the results for the Vanka methods that we consider. In the
setup phase, Economy and Diagonal Vanka are much cheaper than Full Vanka —
by nearly a factor of four for Economy Vanka and just slightly more for Diagonal
Vanka. This is true both for the extraction of the Vanka matrices and for their
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factorization. Full Vanka extracts and factors a 76 × 76 dense matrix for each block.
Economy Vanka extracts 75 rows of 4 entries and one row of 75 entries and factors
the 3 × 3 diagonal blocks as they are extracted. Diagonal Vanka only extracts a
diagonal of length 75 and one column and one row of length 75. In all cases, we see
that the setup time increases by a factor of 4 upon doubling the number of elements
in each direction.
Finally, the solve phase results are also shown aggregated over 50 iterations
of the scheme. We note first that the total times for the different methods are
very different. At all grid sizes, Full Vanka takes more time than Economy Vanka,
which takes more time than Diagonal Vanka. However, they are all of the same
order of magnitude and within 10% of each other at each grid size. This is because
the vast majority of the time is spent updating residuals. The issue is common
to overlapping block Gauss-Seidel type methods. Specifically, the residual must
be updated after each block’s update has been computed. We implement this as
efficiently as possible — only updating those entries in the residual that change.
However, it is still required to do as many residual updates as there are pressure
degrees of freedom (i.e., one per Vanka block). This is a significant cost, which scales
by a factor of 4 as the number of elements in each direction doubles.
If we isolate the time it takes to apply the inverses of the Vanka matrices, we
can see the computational advantages offered by Economy and Diagonal Vanka over
Full Vanka. Specifically, the inverses for Full Vanka take about 2.4 times as long to
apply as those for Economy Vanka for the larger grid sizes. Moreover, the inverses
for Economy Vanka take about 3.7 or 3.8 times as long to apply as those for Diagonal
Vanka on the larger grid sizes. Nevertheless, even if we were to suppose that the
residual computations were done for free, the cheapest Vanka method would take
nearly four times as long as the Braess-Sarazin methods.
Table 3.3 shows the results for the Braess-Sarazin methods, broken down by
grid size, the choice of C, and the choice of S −1 . In the setup phase, we observe
that the explicit computation of C −1 is very nearly a factor of 10 greater for the
block-diagonal version of Braess-Sarazin. This is not unexpected — after all, we
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Table 3.3: Aggregated timings in seconds for 50 iterations of the two Braess-Sarazin
relaxation schemes, each with two solvers for (3.24). There is only one call to the
setup phase, followed by 50 calls to the solve phase. “C −1 ” shows the time spent
computing C −1 for the given method, “C −1 B” is the time spent explicitly computing
G = C −1 B, “S” is the time spent explicitly computing S = B T C −1 B = B T G. and
the following “Total” is the total time to setup the method. “Op*x” indicates the
time spent computing 50 matrix-vector products, “Relax” indicates the amount of
time spent applying the method (3.24)–(3.25), and the following “Prec*x” indicates
the total time spent applying the preconditioner. This includes computing one new
residual each iteration.
Grid
C
S −1
C −1
C −1 B
Setup
S
Total
Op*x
Solve Relax
Prec*x

128 × 128
Diagonal
3×3
Jac SGS Jac SGS
0.012 0.016 0.138 0.122
0.020 0.014 0.061 0.057
0.169 0.176 0.178 0.171
0.206 0.212 0.404 0.376
0.631 0.712 0.720 0.635
0.230 0.304 0.288 0.304
1.088 1.25 1.229 1.173

256 × 256
Diagonal
3×3
Jac SGS Jac SGS
0.046 0.054 0.476 0.542
0.049 0.047 0.228 0.223
0.671 0.677 0.698 0.673
0.776 0.788 1.492 1.529
2.493 2.772 2.522 2.810
0.874 1.153 1.029 1.253
4.085 4.602 4.244 4.739

512 × 512
Diagonal
3×3
Jac SGS Jac SGS
0.213 0.203 2.011 1.95
0.186 0.190 0.834 0.834
2.692 2.667 2.639 2.658
3.114 3.085 5.849 5.77
10.92 10.54 10.76 9.66
3.657 4.382 4.001 4.728
17.18 17.59 17.33 17.18

form and explicitly invert the 3 × 3 blocks in this computation, whereas we need
only compute the inverse of a diagonal for the diagonal method. Since computation
of G = C −1 B then requires a matrix-vector product where the matrix has 4 entries
per row, we expect the block-diagonal method to be more expensive than a simple
diagonal scaling. In fact, it is almost exactly 4 times more costly. As expected,
the time for computing S = −B T G is essentially the same for both choices of C at
each grid size. Finally, we note that as we double the number of elements in each
direction, we see an increase in the total setup time by a factor of 4 — exactly what
we expect.
The solve phase shows timings for 50 iterations. The first notable thing is that
using one sweep of Symmetric Gauss-Seidel costs a very small amount more than
using Jacobi. This is reasonable since we must sweep through the grid points twice
— forwards and backwards. Also, the diagonal method is marginally faster than
the block-diagonal method. Again, this is not surprising since applying C −1 is
marginally more expensive in the block-diagonal method. As we double the number
of elements in each direction, we again see that the timings scale by a factor of
(just slightly smaller than) 4. We do see a substantial gap between the time it
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takes to apply the Braess-Sarazin iteration, (3.24)–(3.25), and the total time spent
applying the preconditioner. Part of this gap is explainable as time spent computing
residuals — one per iteration to allow the preconditioner code to accept an initial
guess when being used as a relaxation scheme. The bulk of this time is the matrixvector product, so we include the time to do 50 matrix-vector products as well,
computed as the time GMRES spends computing the next update direction. The
rest of the time is spent in software overhead — mostly converting data objects
to the appropriate type and other interface functions that are necessary for the
software.

3.4.3.2

Full simulation timing studies

Finally, we compare the two relaxation procedures for a full simulation. Tables 3.4
and 3.5 show timing results for nonlinear solves using Vanka. Tables 3.6 and 3.7
show timing results for nonlinear solves using Braess-Sarazin. In the Vanka tables,
“Type” indicates which of Full, Economy, or Diagonal Vanka was used. For BraessSarazin, this indicates whether the 3 × 3 block diagonal method or the diagonal
method was used. Also in the Braess-Sarazin tables, “S −1 ” indicates whether one
sweep of SGS or Jacobi was used to solve (3.24). “Setup” is the time in seconds to
setup the multigrid hierarchy. This time includes computing P and Ac for each grid,
as well as setting up everything for the relaxation scheme. For Vanka, this means
computing the Vanka blocks and then forming and factoring the Vanka matrices.
For Braess-Sarazin, this means computing C −1 and S. “GMRES” indicates the total
number of seconds spent iterating in GMRES. The number in parentheses in this
column indicates the number of Newton steps required to converge. “Prec” indicates
the number of seconds of GMRES that are spent in calls to the preconditioner. The
number in parentheses here is the total number of calls to the preconditioner, which
is equal to the total number of GMRES iterations across all Newton steps. Finally,
“Total” is the total time in seconds spent in Trilinos, including discretization time.
We also refer to this as “total time to solution”.
Looking at the Vanka setup results in Tables 3.4–3.5, Full Vanka lags significantly
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Table 3.4: Timing data for the three Vanka methods applied in the full Newton solve
for the Hartmann Problem with Ha = 1 and Ha = 20. Three different finest-grid sizes
are shown.

1282

2562

5122

Type
Full
Econ
Diag
Full
Econ
Diag
Full
Econ
Diag

Setup
49.1
17.1
11.3
198
68.7
44.1
735
258
165

Ha = 1
GMRES Prec
213 (5) 213 (32)
322 (5) 321 (51)
319 (5) 318 (50)
918 (5) 916 (33)
1374 (5) 1370 (52)
1338 (5) 1333 (52)
3306 (5) 3297 (33)
5186 (5) 5168 (55)
5022 (5) 5004 (55)

Total
289
366
357
1220
1548
1486
4430
5837
5575

Setup
50.8
17.0
11.4
198
68.6
44.3
737
263
163

Ha = 20
GMRES Prec
218 (5) 217 (31)
304 (5) 303 (48)
297 (5) 296 (47)
895 (5) 892 (32)
1313 (5) 1309 (50)
1354 (5) 1350 (51)
3126 (5) 3117 (31)
4923 (5) 4907 (51)
4761 (5) 4745 (52)

Total
297
348
336
1199
1486
1504
4259
5585
5308

Table 3.5: Timing data for the three Vanka methods applied in the full Newton
solve for the Hartmann Problem with Ha = 80. Three different finest-grid sizes are
shown.

1282

2562

5122

Type
Full
Econ
Diag
Full
Econ
Diag
Full
Econ
Diag

Setup
50.6
17.1
11.1
198
68.4
43.2
596
207
172

Ha = 80
GMRES
Prec
257 (5)
256 (37)
346 (5)
345 (55)
614 (5) 611 (101)
975 (5)
972 (35)
1547 (5) 1542 (59)
2470 (5) 2458 (103)
2629 (4) 2622 (26)
4949 (4) 4930 (52)
10220 (5) 10160 (107)

Total
335
390
652
1278
1720
2615
3554
5483
10790
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in setup time. Economy Vanka takes nearly a third of the time as Full Vanka and
Diagonal takes about a fourth of the time. This is the case for every grid size.
Moreover, as the grid size doubles in each direction, the time to setup the multigrid
hierarchies increases by a factor of 4. Thus we have a scalable setup phase.
Inspection of the solve phase timings in Tables 3.4–3.5 shows that the preconditioning time dominates the total GMRES time (including orthogonalization, etc.)
in the linear solves. Furthermore, Full Vanka is faster on all grid sizes in the solve
phase because it requires significantly fewer GMRES iterations per step. The additional per-iteration cost of Full Vanka implied by Table 3.2 is more than offset
by the reduced number of iterations required to reach the convergence tolerance of
the linear solves, making it the faster algorithm. Comparing Economy Vanka and
Diagonal Vanka, we see that these methods require nearly the same number of total
GMRES iterations in the physical regimes in which Diagonal Vanka converges well
(shown here as Ha = 1 and Ha = 20). Except in the 256 × 256 case at Ha = 20, Diagonal Vanka is faster in the solve phase. For the total time to solution, the reduced
number of iterations for Full Vanka is able to offset the increased setup cost and it
is the fastest of the Vanka methods at all grid sizes.
For Braess-Sarazin, in Tables 3.6 and 3.7, we see that the setup for the two
methods is nearly the same, with Diagonal Braess-Sarazin being only a few seconds
faster, even on the finest grid case. Furthermore, the hierarchy setup time scales by
a factor of 4 as we double the number of elements in each direction.
As with the Vanka methods above, preconditioning dominates the GMRES time.
Within a Braess-Sarazin method, using SGS to solve (3.24) results in fewer iterations
of GMRES, which translates to less computational time.
Remark 3.4.1 The memory footprint of Full Vanka was much higher than the
other methods, requiring more than twice as much memory as any other approach.
Furthermore, Economy Vanka was marginally more expensive than Diagonal Vanka,
as expected. The Diagonal Braess-Sarazin method had the smallest memory footprint, requiring only slightly less than the Block-Diagonal Braess-Sarazin method.♢
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Table 3.6: Timing data for the two Braess-Sarazin methods applied in the full
Newton solve for the Hartmann Problem with Ha = 1. Timings for three finestgrid sizes are shown. For each Braess-Sarazin method, we show results for two
approximate solvers for (3.24).

1282

2562

5122

10242

Type
3x3
3x3
Diag
Diag
3x3
3x3
Diag
Diag
3x3
3x3
Diag
Diag
3x3
3x3
Diag
Diag

S −1
SGS
Jacobi
SGS
Jacobi
SGS
Jacobi
SGS
Jacobi
SGS
Jacobi
SGS
Jacobi
SGS
Jacobi
SGS
Jacobi

Setup
10.2
10.4
8.45
8.58
39.1
41.1
36.9
35.0
148
144
135
129
476
465
413
416

Ha = 1
GMRES Prec
7.62 (5) 6.04 (54)
8.21 (5) 6.43 (66)
6.62 (5) 5.2 (56)
7.74 (5) 5.99 (67)
28.5 (5) 22.3 (54)
30.9 (5) 24.1 (66)
28.4 (5) 22.3 (55)
33.2 (5) 25.5 (67)
91.4 (5) 71.6 (54)
103 (5) 79.2 (66)
98.5 (5) 77.1 (55)
115 (5) 87.5 (67)
260 (4) 205 (43)
302 (4) 231 (53)
269 (4) 210 (45)
322 (4) 247 (55)

Total
46.5
46.8
43.2
43.6
179
183
182
180
665
653
665
674
2064
2179
2002
2068

Setup
9.63
10.1
8.76
8.84
39.5
39.7
34.2
35.0
147
148
127
128
603
608
516
520

Ha = 20
GMRES Prec
6.38 (5) 5.06 (53)
8.39 (5) 6.59 (64)
8.46 (5) 6.62 (65)
9.24 (5) 7.15 (71)
27.5 (5) 21.6 (52)
30.9 (5) 23.9 (64)
30.3 (5) 23.4 (64)
34.2 (5) 26.1 (72)
87.9 (5) 68.7 (52)
97.5 (5) 75.0 (63)
98.2 (5) 75.5 (62)
112 (5) 84.8 (71)
314 (5) 248 (52)
374 (5) 291 (63)
364 (5) 283 (61)
417 (5) 319 (71)

Total
43.5
46.1
45.6
46.5
179
181
177
180
663
662
644
666
2497
2589
2465
2520

Table 3.7: Timing data for the two Braess-Sarazin methods applied in the full
Newton solve for the Hartmann Problem with Ha = 80. Timings for three finestgrid sizes are shown. For each Braess-Sarazin method, we show results for two
approximate solvers for (3.24).

1282
2562
5122
10242

Type
3x3
3x3
3x3
3x3
3x3
3x3
3x3
3x3

S −1
SGS
Jacobi
SGS
Jacobi
SGS
Jacobi
SGS
Jacobi

Setup
10.5
9.92
39.1
39.9
116
125
478
481

Ha = 80
GMRES Prec
10.0 (5) 7.79 (80)
8.74 (5) 6.71 (79)
30.6 (5) 23.9 (59)
33.4 (5) 25.7 (70)
70.2 (4) 54.7 (43)
95.7 (4) 73.6 (56)
268 (4) 212 (41)
335 (4) 257 (56)

Total
48.2
46.0
180
183
531
576
2095
2154
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Comparing the Vanka methods to the Braess-Sarazin methods, every variation
of Braess-Sarazin is an order of magnitude faster than every variation of Vanka for
a given problem on a given grid size. Furthermore, in cases in which the diagonal
versions of Vanka and Braess-Sarazin methods fail to provide good convergence, the
Economy or Block-Diagonal methods, respectively, provide an alternative that is
comparable in both per-iteration computational time and memory usage.

3.5

Conclusions and Future Work

We present extensions of two relaxation techniques from the incompressible fluid
dynamics literature to a single-fluid resistive MHD problem in the context of a
monolithic geometric multigrid method. We show that both the Vanka and the
Braess-Sarazin approaches are effective relaxation schemes for this system with properly chosen relaxation parameters. Furthermore, we present three varieties of Vanka
relaxation and two varieties of Braess-Sarazin relaxation. We find that the diagonal approximation versions of each of them lack robustness in physical regimes
with strong coupling between the fluid velocity and magnetics (i.e., those with high
Hartmann number). In the case of Vanka, the Full and Economy methods are robust across a range of Hartmann numbers and grid sizes, as is the block-diagonal
approximation version of Braess-Sarazin.
However, in the serial timings, we see that nearly every aspect of the BraessSarazin methods are computationally faster than the Vanka methods. A large overhead in the Vanka computations is seen due to the need to continually update
the residuals at each step of the Gauss-Seidel iteration. As the block size is large
(76 × 76), this is not a trivial computation. Within the Vanka method, the reduced
number of iterations for Full Vanka is enough to offset the greater per-iteration
cost, making it the fastest of the Vanka methods in total time to solution. Within
Braess-Sarazin, we generally observe that the total time to solution for the methods
is nearly the same for Ha = 1, but as the Hartmann number increases, Diagonal
Braess-Sarazin becomes less effective and the block-diagonal version becomes the
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more efficient choice.
A main topic of future work will be considering the finite-element discretization. First, we will examine the inf-sup stability of vector-potential formulations
for 2D stationary, incompressible MHD, following [49, 82]. Additionally, comparing
the monolithic multigrid methods discussed here with block-factorization preconditioners for 3D problems, particularly in parallel settings, is a second main focus of
current and future research. Finally, as we noted above, the application of these
methods to problems on nonuniform, unstructured, and anisotropic meshes will be
considered.
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Chapter 4
A magnetic-field and
Lagrange-multiplier formulation of
two-dimensional resistive
magnetohydrodynamics
4.1

Introduction

In contrast to the previous chapter, we now consider a formulation of MHD that
maintains the primitive variables, including the magnetic field, B, and enforces the
solenoidal constraint weakly by using a Lagrange multiplier that is added to Faraday’s law [48,53,80,82]. Note that the Lagrange multiplier approach is only one such
technique for enforcing the solenoidal condition; others include exact-penalty methods [74] and vector-potential formulations, such as we used previously in Chapter
3 [34, 83].
In this case, we use curl-conforming Nédélec elements to discretize the magnetic
field, and we keep the Taylor-Hood element choice for the fluid velocity and pressure
that we used in the previous chapter. This formulation has been shown to yield
well-posed discrete problems [80, 82], and here, we extend the monolithic multigrid
preconditioners developed in previous chapters to the resulting linearization. In
particular, we focus primarily on the Vanka-type relaxation methods for the majority
of this chapter. The Diagonal Braess-Sarazin method discussed previously is shown
to be less effective than for the previous formulation, and a more robust alternative
method is yet under development.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. First, in Section 4.2, we describe the
details of the MHD formulation that we consider, as well as the linearization and
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finite-element discretization of the system. The monolithic multigrid preconditioners
are introduced in Section 4.3, and the Vanka-type relaxation schemes are detailed in
Sections 4.3.1. Serial numerical experiments for a variety of test problems are shown
in Section 4.4. Then, we discuss the Braess-Sarazin family of relaxation schemes
separately in Section 4.5. Finally, we draw conclusions and suggest future directions
in Section 4.6.

4.2

MHD Equations

With the addition of a new Lagrange multiplier, r, we can rewrite the steady-state
MHD equations (3.1)–(3.4). The Lagrange multiplier appears as a nonphysical term,
∇r, in Faraday’s law, and is used to enforce the solenoidal constraint, ∇ ⋅ B = 0. The
set of steady-state MHD equations in a domain Ω ⊂ R2 that we consider in this
chapter are then written
−∇ ⋅ [

2
ε(u)] + (u ⋅ ∇)u + ∇p − Sc (∇ × B) × B = f
Re
1
∇ × ∇ × B − ∇ × (u × B) − ∇r = g
Rem

in Ω,

(4.1)

in Ω,

(4.2)

∇⋅u=0

in Ω,

(4.3)

∇⋅B=0

in Ω.

(4.4)

Here, u is the fluid velocity, p is the hydrodynamic pressure, and B is the magnetic
field, and f and g are appropriate source data. The strain-rate tensor is ε(u) =
1
2

(∇u + ∇uT ). The nondimensional parameters are Re, the hydrodynamic Reynolds

number, Rem , the magnetic Reynolds number, and Sc , the coupling number. In two
dimensions, we define the curl operator, ∇×, applied to a vector, v = (v1 , v2 )T , to
be ∇ × v =

∂v2
∂x

−

∂v1
∂y ,

∂s
∂s T
and applied to a scalar, s, to be ∇ × s = ( ∂y
, − ∂x
) . Likewise,

the cross product is u × B = (u1 , u2 )T × (b1 , b2 )T = u1 b2 − u2 b1 . Note that these
relationships arise naturally from the embedding of two-dimensional vector fields in
three dimensions.
Equation (4.1) is the momentum equation of the (incompressible) Navier-Stokes
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system with an additional body force (the Lorentz force) from the influence of the
magnetic field, B, and Equation (4.3) is the associated conservation of mass equation, also called the “incompressibility constraint”. Equation (4.2) is a statement of
Faraday’s law with the addition of a Lagrange multiplier, r, that is used to enforce
the associated divergence-free constraint (4.4), or the “solenoidal constraint”, and
to incorporate it into an appropriately determined system.
For this chapter, we define the following boundary conditions to complete the
system:
u = 0 on ∂ΩD ,
(

2
ε(u) − pI) n = pN n on ∂ΩN = ∂Ω ∖ ∂ΩD ,
Re
n × B = n × B0 on ∂Ω,
r = 0 on ∂Ω.

The system (4.1)–(4.4) is nonlinear, and thus we employ Newton’s method as a
nonlinear solver. Accordingly, we must compute the linearizations:
J(xn )δx = −R(xn ),
where xn = (un , Bn , pn , rn )T is the current approximation to the solution, δx =
xn+1 − xn = (δu, δB, δp, δr)T is the Newton step in the update xn+1 = xn + δxn ,
J(xn ) is the Jacobian operator around xn , and R(xn ) is the nonlinear residual with
respect to xn . In this chapter, we consider linearizing the system first, and then
discretizing the resulting linearized system via the finite-element method. To define
the variational form, we construct the (continuous) solution spaces for the Newton
updates:
V = H10 (Ω) = {v ∈ H1 (Ω) ∶ v = 0 on ∂ΩD },
C = H0 (curl, Ω) = {c ∈ L2 (Ω) ∶ ∇ × c ∈ L2 (Ω), n × c = 0 on ∂Ω},
Q = L20 (Ω) = {q ∈ L2 (Ω) ∶ ∫ p dx = 0},
Ω

S = H01 (Ω) = {s ∈ H 1 (Ω) ∶ s = 0 on ∂Ω}.
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We denote by ∥ ⋅ ∥0 the usual norm on L2 (Ω) or the vector version L2 (Ω). Similarly,
we denote by ∥ ⋅ ∥1 the usual norm in H 1 (Ω) or H1 (Ω). Finally, for a vector c ∈
H(curl, Ω), we define ∥c∥2curl = ∥c∥20 + ∥∇ × c∥20 to be the norm in H(curl, Ω).
We start Newton’s method with an initial guess x0 = (u0 , B0 , p0 , r0 )T that satisfies the given boundary conditions and at each linearization, we look for updates
to the solution (δu, δB, δp, δr) ∈ V × C × Q × S. The sequence of linear variational
problems arising from Newton’s method takes the form:
Weak Form (Linearized, continuous): Given xn = (un , Bn , p, r), find (δu, δB, δp, δr) ∈
V × C × Q × S such that
∫

Ω

2
ε(δu) ∶ ε(v) − δp∇ ⋅ v + [(un ⋅ ∇)δu + (δu ⋅ ∇)un ] ⋅ v dx
Re

(4.5)

− ∫ Sc [(∇ × Bn ) × δB + (∇ × δB) × Bn ] ⋅ v dx
Ω

=∫ f ⋅v−
Ω

+∫

1
ε(un ) ∶ ε(v) + pn ∇ ⋅ v − (un ⋅ ∇)un ⋅ v + Sc [(∇ × Bn ) × Bn ] ⋅ v dx
Re

∂ΩN

pN n ⋅ v dS

1
(∇ × δB) − (un × δB) − (δu × Bn )] ⋅ (∇ × c) − ∇δr ⋅ c dx
Rem
1
= ∫ g ⋅ c − Sc [
(∇ × Bn ) − (un × Bn )] ⋅ (∇ × c) + ∇rn ⋅ c dx
Rem
Ω

∫ Sc [

(4.6)

Ω

∫ q∇ ⋅ δu dx = − ∫ q∇ ⋅ un dx

(4.7)

∫ ∇s ⋅ δB dx = − ∫ ∇s ⋅ Bn dx

(4.8)

Ω

Ω

Ω

Ω

for all (v, c, q, s) ∈ V × C × Q × S.

♢

The boundary terms in (4.6) vanish because we strongly enforce that c ∈ C =
H0 (curl, Ω), so that n × c = 0. Likewise, the boundary integral in (4.8) has been
eliminated by enforcing s ∈ S = H01 (Ω).
We now discretize (4.5)–(4.8) using a mixed finite-element method. We approximate the solution of this system using finite-element functions (δuh , δBh , δph , δrh ) ∈
Vh × Ch × Qh × S h , where Vh × Qh is a standard inf-sup stable pair for the incompressible Navier-Stokes problem, Ch is the first family of Nédélec elements [67], and
S h is an H 1 -conforming space [80,82]. For this chapter, we consider a discretization
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of Ω into triangular elements, and thus we choose P2 − P1 (Taylor-Hood) elements
for Vh × Qh . It is well-known that these satisfy the following inf-sup condition,
assuming small-enough data, to ensure the coercivity of the bilinear form resulting
from the integration of the incompressibility constraint against a test function:

inf sup

q∈Qh

v∈Vh

∫Ω q∇ ⋅ v dx
≥ ξF > 0,
∥v∥1 ∥q∥0

(4.9)

where ξF , a generic constant, is independent of h and the physical parameters.
Moreover, we choose the space of lowest-order Nédélec elements for Ch and pair it
with P1 Lagrange elements. This pair satisfies the inf-sup condition:

inf sup

s∈S h

c∈Ch

∫Ω c ⋅ ∇s dx
≥ ξM > 0,
∥c∥curl ∥s∥1

(4.10)

where ξM is a generic constant that is independent of h and the physical parameters.
The well-posedness of both the continuous and discrete formulations is shown in
[80, 82].
After the finite-element discretization, we must solve a linear system of the
following block form for each Newton step:
⎡
⎢F Z B T
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢Y D 0
⎢
Ax = ⎢
⎢
⎢B 0
0
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢0 C 0
⎣

⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
0 ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ xu ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ fu ⎥⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
C T ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢xB ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢fB ⎥⎥
⎥ ⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ ⎥ = b.
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
0 ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ xp ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ fp ⎥⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
0 ⎥ ⎢ xr ⎥ ⎢ fr ⎥
⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

(4.11)

Here, xu , xB , xp , xr are the discretized Newton corrections for u, B, p, and r,
respectively, and fu , fB , fp , and fr are the corresponding blocks of the nonlinear
residual.
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4.3

Monolithic Multigrid

To solve System (4.11), we will use preconditioned GMRES, as the problem is not
symmetric. As (4.11) is a saddle-point problem, we must use a specialized preconditioner, and we specifically consider the development of effective monolithic multigrid
preconditioners. The choice of relaxation or smoothing operator is known to be critically important to the performance of any multigrid method. In this chapter, we
fix geometric interpolation operators for each of the finite-element spaces described
above and develop coupled relaxation schemes for (4.11).
The components of the method that we fix are as follows. First, we geometrically
coarsen elements by a factor of two in each direction. Specifically, to form the coarse
grid, we exploit the structured nature of the grid to agglomerate four triangular
fine-grid elements into one triangular coarse-grid element. Second, the interpolation
operators are chosen to be block-structured operators in which the diagonal blocks
are the standard finite-element interpolation operators corresponding to the test
space for each variable. That is,
⎡
⎤
⎢Pu
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
P
B
⎢
⎥
⎥,
P =⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
P
p
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
Pr ⎥
⎣
⎦
where Pu is the vector-quadratic (P2 ) interpolation operator; PB is the lowestorder first-family Nédélec interpolation operator; and Pp and Pr are both the linear
(P1 ) interpolation operator. Next, Galerkin coarse-grid operators are used. That is
Ac = P T AP . Finally, we use V (1, 1)-cycles, with one pre- and one post-relaxation
step.
In this chapter, we emphasize Vanka-type relaxation methods [93]. In Chapter 3, these methods are used in the context of a finite-element discretization of a
vector-potential formulation of the MHD system. This chapter extends the methods further to the case of the finite-element discretization the Lagrange-multiplier
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B-field formulation (4.1)–(4.4). A key difference here is the presence of two Lagrange multipliers, as well as use of the full B field, which is now discretized using
conforming vector elements.

4.3.1

Vanka Relaxation

As in previous chapters, we define the sets of degrees of freedom (DOFs) to be
Su = {u1 , . . . , unu }, SB = {b1 , . . . , bnB }, Sp = {p1 , . . . , pnp }, and Sr = {r1 , . . . , rnr },
where nu , nB , np , and nr are the numbers of u, B, p, and r DOFs, respectively, in
the system. Note that for this discretization, we have np = nr . Let S = Su ∪SB ∪Sp ∪Sr
be the set of all DOFs in the system. The N Vanka blocks, S` ⊂ S, ` = 1, . . . , N ,
are chosen such that each block contains some elements of each of Su , SB , Sp , and
Sr . Moreover, the Vanka scheme is an overlapping block-Gauss-Seidel method, and,
thus, DOFs are allowed to appear in multiple blocks so long as ∪` S` = S (i.e., each
DOF appears in at least one block).
In fluid dynamics applications, the standard approach to decomposing S into the
subsets, S` , is to “seed” the choice of the Vanka blocks by the incompressibility constraint, or (equivalently) by the pressure degrees of freedom. In this case, however,
we have two such constraints, the incompressibility constraint and the solenoidal
constraint. In the finite-element discretization, we have chosen the respective finiteelement test spaces, Qh and S h , to both be represented by P1 basis functions, which
provides a convenient way to form the fully-coupled Vanka blocks. In particular,
we pair each DOF in the incompressibility constraint with the corresponding DOF
in the solenoidal constraint and we use these pairs to seed the Vanka blocks, which
results in np = nr blocks.
Algebraically, this means that we consider row ` in each of the matrices B and
C in (4.11) simultaneously, and we define S` to be the degrees of freedom corresponding to nonzero entries in either of those rows, as well as the seed DOFs, p` ∈ S
and r` ∈ Sr . Notice that the incompressibility constraint couples a pressure DOF to
velocity DOFs and the solenoidal constraint couples a Lagrange-multiplier DOF to
magnetics DOFs, resulting in Vanka blocks S` that include DOFs from all variables
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in the system. It is important to contrast this to the method in Chapter 3, in which
the solenoidal constraint was eliminated by using the vector-potential formulation.
In that case, there was no algebraic method of this type that yielded blocks with
contributions from all variables, and geometric information was required to incorporate the vector potential DOFs. However, the use of the Lagrange multiplier,
r, to incorporate the solenoidal constraint in this chapter means that the algebraic
construction is possible.
Geometrically, this can be seen as isolating collocated pressure/Lagrange-multiplier
DOFs (located at nodes in the mesh since we use a P1 discretization) and including
all of the velocity and magnetics DOFs in the stencil surrounding them, as well as
those seed DOFs. Thus, the incompressibility and solenoidal constraints are both
enforced on the DOFs in the Vanka block at each step of the Vanka iteration.
The collection {S` } defines the Vanka blocks upon which the remainder of the
method is constructed. For each Vanka block S` , the global solution is updated
according to
−1
) V`T (b − Ax) ,
x ← x + V` (ωM``

(4.12)

and the updates are computed in a Gauss-Seidel fashion. Here, V`T is a restriction
operator that takes global vectors to local vectors containing only the entries corresponding to DOFs in block `, and V` is a prolongation operator that takes the
entries in a local vector and inserts them appropriately into a global vector [78]. Additionally, we utilize an underrelaxation parameter, ω, to ensure effective relaxation.
Finally, M`` = V`T M V` is the Vanka submatrix of dimension ∣S` ∣ × ∣S` ∣ that is used
to compute the update. The matrix M is chosen to be some suitable preconditioner
for the system matrix A; different choices of M differentiate the Vanka methods
that we use here.
Remark 4.3.1 For the numerical experiments in this chapter, we consider ω in
Equation (4.12) to be a scalar. It is possible, however, to consider a diagonal matrix
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scaling instead, with

⎤
⎡
⎥
⎢ωu Iu
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
ω
I
B B
⎥
⎢
⎥,
ω=⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
ω
I
p
p
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢
ωr Ir ⎥
⎦
⎣

where Iu , IB , Ip , and Ir are identity matrices of appropriate size for the velocity,
magnetics, pressure, and Lagrange-multiplier DOFs in each Vanka block. As we
show in Section 4.4, scaling each component independently was not necessary to
achieve good performance in the case of the test problems that we consider.

♢

As the final step to defining the Vanka-type relaxation methods used here, we
delineate several methods by the choice of M in (4.12). In particular, and similarly
to Chapter 3, we define the “Full” Vanka, “Diagonal” Vanka, and “Economy” Vanka
methods. To facilitate the exposition, we define, relative to (4.11):
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
⎢F Z ⎥
⎢B 0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥ , B̂ = ⎢
⎥,
F̂ = ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢Y D⎥
⎢ 0 C⎥
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
⎢ xu ⎥
⎢xp ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
xû = ⎢ ⎥ ,
xp̂ = ⎢ ⎥ ,
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢xB ⎥
⎢ xr ⎥
⎣ ⎦
⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
⎢ fu ⎥
⎢fp ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
fû = ⎢ ⎥ ,
fp̂ = ⎢ ⎥ .
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢fB ⎥
⎢fr ⎥
⎣ ⎦
⎣ ⎦

(4.13)

Now, we can rewrite (4.11) as
⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢F̂ B̂ T ⎥ ⎢xû ⎥ ⎢fû ⎥
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ ⎥.
Ax = ⎢
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢B̂ 0 ⎥ ⎢ xp̂ ⎥ ⎢ fp̂ ⎥
⎣
⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

(4.14)

We begin by defining the “Full” Vanka method, in which we choose M = M full =
A:
M

full

⎡
⎤
⎢F̂ B̂ T ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥.
=⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢B̂ 0 ⎥
⎣
⎦

full
This choice results in submatrices, M``
= V`T M full V` , that are dense matrices with
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a maximal size of 52 × 52. While these are certainly not excessively large, we must
solve one such system per Vanka block, and this is quite costly, especially as the
number of such blocks grows large. In order to reduce the computational effort per
block, the other two Vanka methods replace the dense submatrix with a structured,
sparser submatrix that can be inverted more quickly.
Remark 4.3.2 Note that the definition of M`` = V`T M V` follows a linear algebra definition of block Gauss-Seidel. However, one could also imagine lumping
techniques that exploit other information, such as finite-element data, to lump
off-diagonal entries onto a desired nonzero pattern in the submatrices. These ap♢

proaches are not considered here.

The first sparse Vanka method is the “Diagonal” Vanka method, described for
the Navier-Stokes equations in [56, 59]. This method uses

M =M

where

diag

⎡
⎤
⎢diag(F̂ ) B̂ T ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥,
=⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢ B̂
0 ⎥⎦
⎣

⎡
⎤
⎢diag(F )
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥,
diag(F̂ ) = ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
diag(D)
⎣
⎦

diag
The Vanka submatrices, M``
, arising from this choice are indeed much more sparse

than the Full Vanka submatrices above. As noted in Chapter 3, the diagonal approach leads to decoupling of the fluid physics from the magnetic physics. Note that
we can expand and permute M diag , with permutation matrix Q, to be
⎡
⎢ diag(F ) B T
⎢
⎢
⎡
⎤
⎢
⎢diag(F̂ ) B̂ T ⎥
⎢
B
0
⎥
⎢
T ⎢
⎥Q = ⎢
Q ⎢
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢ B̂
⎢
0
0
0 ⎥⎦
⎢
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
0
0
⎣

⎤
0 ⎥⎥
⎥
⎥
0
0 ⎥⎥
⎥,
⎥
diag(D) C T ⎥⎥
⎥
⎥
C
0 ⎥⎦
0

(4.15)

which is a fully-decoupled block-diagonal system in which one block corresponds to
the fluid variables, u and p, and the other to the magnetics variables, B and r. That
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is, all coupling between the fluid velocity field and the magnetic field, represented by
the matrices Y and Z, has been eliminated. We expect that ignoring this coupling
altogether will lead to diminishing performance in physical regimes in which the
coupling between these variables is increased.
The other sparse Vanka method is a modification of the “Economy” Vanka
method introduced in Chapter 3 for the vector-potential formulation such that it is
more compatible with the B-field formulation described above. We now consider a
preconditioner for F̂ defined by

F̂

econ

⎡
⎤
⎢blkDiag(F ) Z̃ ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥,
=⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
Ỹ
D
⎣
⎦

where blkDiag(F ) is the block-diagonal matrix in which each row has only the two
entries corresponding to the collocated x- and y-components of velocity, Z̃ has one
entry in each row corresponding to a velocity DOF on an edge that corresponds to
the magnetics DOF on that same edge and zero entries in the rows corresponding
to nodal velocity DOFs, Ỹ has two entries in each row corresponding to the x- and
y-component of velocity DOFs on the edge shared by the magnetics DOF to which
the row corresponds, and D is not modified at all, which maintains the structure
of the Arnold-Falk-Winther relaxation scheme [7, 8] for the magnetics block of the
system. This gives
M =M

econ

⎤
⎡ econ
⎢F̂
B̂ T ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥.
=⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ B̂
0 ⎥⎦
⎣

Since this approach maintains some entries in Y and Z, the velocity-magnetics
coupling is still present, though obviously weaker than in the case of Full Vanka,
which results in higher average iteration counts for the test problems shown below.
Computationally, we note that the costs of Full Vanka are highest. The submatrices are dense, and thus require the most storage and the most computational
effort to factor. Diagonal Vanka, on the other hand, requires storage equal to three
T
T
vectors, the diagonal of F̂`` as well as B`` , C`` (and possibly B``
and C``
if boundary

conditions are not symmetrically eliminated). Thus, the storage is very sparse and
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the factorization of each submatrix is much simpler than in the Full Vanka case. The
Economy Vanka method is a middle ground. It requires substantially less storage
than the Full Vanka method, as the submatrices here are quite sparse (only the D``
block is dense). The submatrix factorization does require that the dense D`` block
be factored, but the size of this block is small enough that the cost is not substantial
when compared to the factorization of the Full Vanka submatrices.

4.4

Numerical Experiments

We use two common test problems to test the monolithic multigrid methods detailed
above. First, we consider an MHD version of the lid-driven cavity problem in the
presence of a magnetic field. Then, we look at the Hartmann channel flow problem, which has a known analytical solution. This allows us to verify that we find
the correct solution and that the finite-element method is converging as expected.
In each case, we use Newton’s method to solve the nonlinear problem, and we use
monolithic multigrid-preconditioned GMRES to solve each linearization. The implementation of Newton’s method includes a backtracking algorithm [71]. Within
the multigrid method, the coarsest grid corresponds to an 8×8 grid of quadrilaterals,
each divided into two triangular elements. Table 4.1 shows the number of elements,
unknowns, and nonzero Jacobian entries for each grid size considered below. Additionally, we use only geometric interpolation operators and Galerkin coarse grid
operators in V (1, 1)-cycles. The choice of relaxation operator varies among Full
Vanka, Economy Vanka, and Diagonal Vanka.
Remark 4.4.1 Note that when grid sizes are quoted as N × N , N is the number
of quadrilaterals in the mesh, each of which is divided into two triangles, giving a
mesh of 2N 2 triangular elements.

♢

The discretization for each Newton step is done using the FEniCS library [61].
All of the linear solver components have been implemented using the Trilinos package
[50]. The multigrid hierarchy and components are all managed by the MueLu library
[75], the Braess-Sarazin relaxation methods are in Teko [33], and the Vanka methods
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Table 4.1: The number of elements in the mesh and unknowns and nonzero entries in
the linear systems for the relevant mesh sizes considered below. The “Levels” column
indicates the number of levels in a multigrid hierarchy in which the corresponding
mesh is the fine grid.
Grid Size
8×8
16 × 16
32 × 32
64 × 64
128 × 128
256 × 256
512 × 512
1024 × 1024

Levels
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Elements
128
512
2,048
8,192
32,768
131,072
524,288
2,097,152

Unknowns
948
3,556
13,764
54,148
214,788
855,556
3,415,044
13,645,828

NNZ
35,936
140,336
554,576
2,204,816
8,792,336
35,115,536
140,354,576
561,203,216

are in Ifpack2 [50]. The Krylov solver is managed by the Belos package [12]. The
results shown below have been run in serial on a machine with two Intel Xeon
E5-2637 v3 CPUs at 3.50GHz with 256GB DDR3 RAM at 2133MHz.

4.4.1

MHD Lid-Driven Cavity

The lid-driven cavity is a well-known problem in fluid dynamics. We take the
cavity to be the region Ω = [0, 1]2 , with no-slip conditions on three of four walls
and a moving lid condition, u = (1, 0)T , at the top of the box. A magnetic field
is applied moving in the direction parallel to but opposite that of the lid; that
is, Bext = (−1, 0)T . There are no external sources applied in this test problem
(f = g = 0). Formally, the boundary conditions here are:
u = (1, 0)T

on y = 1,

u=0

on x = 0, 1; y = 0,

n × B = n × (−1, 0)T
r=0

on ∂Ω,
on ∂Ω.

For these experiments, we keep Sc = 1 and vary Re and Rem as described below.
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Figure 4.1: The average number of preconditioned GMRES iterations required to
reduce the linear residual norm below a relative tolerance of 10−5 for the MHD liddriven cavity problem with Re = Rem = 1 using Full Vanka relaxation as ω varies
from 0.1 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1. Data points not shown indicate that a linear solve
failed to converge within 50 iterations and the simulation terminated.
4.4.1.1

Parameter Study

The Vanka relaxation scheme requires that the damping parameter, ω, be chosen.
In order to gain intuition on the appropriate parameter choice, we consider the test
problem for Re = Rem = 1. In these experiments, the linear systems were required to
be solved to a relative tolerance of 10−5 at each Newton step and Newton’s method
was run until an absolute tolerance of 10−8 had been achieved on the norm of the
nonlinear residual. We vary the parameter ω from 0.1 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1.
The results for the preconditioner using Full Vanka relaxation are shown in
Figure 4.1. We see that the optimal parameter choice for this preconditioner is
ω = 0.7, and that this is the optimal choice for all grid sizes considered. However,
we also observe that there is a sharp upper limit on acceptable values for ω, which
appears to decrease with each grid refinement. For this reason, it may be better
to choose a value slightly under the optimal value to ensure an adequate buffer on
more refined grids.
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Figure 4.2: The average number of preconditioned GMRES iterations required to
reduce the linear residual norm below a relative tolerance of 10−5 for the MHD liddriven cavity problem with Re = Rem = 1 using Diagonal Vanka relaxation as ω
varies from 0.1 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1. Data points not shown indicate that a linear
solve failed to converge within 100 iterations and the simulation terminated.
Next, the results for the preconditioner using Diagonal Vanka relaxation are
shown in Figure 4.2. We see an obvious parameter choice of ω = 0.5, and, again, this
value is optimal for each grid size shown. Moreover, the upper limit on convergent
parameter choices does not change with grid refinement as it did in the case of the
Full Vanka preconditioner. However, we see that the Diagonal Vanka preconditioner
does not give grid-independent convergence, gaining a few iterations with each grid
refinement.

4.4.1.2

Robustness to physical parameters and mesh refinement

Next, we examine the robustness properties of the Vanka-based preconditioners
when applied to the MHD lid-driven cavity problem. For these experiments, the
linear solver is required to reach a relative residual tolerance of 10−4 and Newton’s
method is required to reach an absolute tolerance of 10−8 . We show the results for
all combinations of four parameter choices for Re and Rem : 1, 4, 16, and 64, on
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Table 4.2: The average number of preconditioned GMRES iterations required to
reduce the linear residual norm below a relative threshold of 10−4 for the MHD
lid-driven cavity test problem using Full Vanka relaxation with ω = 0.6 for different
values of Re and Rem . The number in parentheses indicates the number of Newton
steps taken to reduce the norm of the nonlinear residual below an absolute tolerance
of 10−8 . Results for the 128×128 problem are shown on the left and for the 1024×1024
problem on the right.
128 × 128
Re

Rem

1024 × 1024

1

4

16

64

1

4.2(4)

4.0(4)

4.6(5)

5.4(5)

4

4.0(4)

3.8(4)

4.6(5)

5.3(6)

16

4.0(4)

3.8(4)

4.2(5)

64

3.8(4)

4.0(5)

4.4(5)

Rem

1

4

16

64

1

4.2(4)

4.0(4)

4.4(5)

5.2(5)

4

4.2(4)

4.0(4)

4.2(5)

5.3(6)

5.3(6)

16

4.0(4)

3.8(4)

4.2(5)

5.3(6)

5.6(7)

64

3.8(4)

4.2(5)

4.4(5)

5.7(7)

Re

mesh sizes 128 × 128 and 1024 × 1024 to provide insight on the robustness to mesh
refinement.
The results for the Full Vanka-based preconditioner are summarized in Table
4.2. Because of the sharp upper limit on ω with increasing grid refinement shown
in Figure 4.1 above, we elect to use ω = 0.6 for this study because it is further away
from that limit and it leads to only a slight increase in linear iterations. In this
table, we see that for Rem < 64, fewer than 5 iterations of GMRES were required
on average to solve the linear systems. For Rem = 64, fewer than 6 are required.
Additionally, the average number of required iterations changes by no more than 0.4
for the same choice of Re and Rem across the two grid sizes shown here, indicating
that the method shows excellent robustness to mesh refinement for this test problem.
The results for the Diagonal Vanka-based preconditioner are summarized in Table 4.3. We have used ω = 0.5 for these experiments, consistent with the study shown
in Figure 4.2. We see here that the method shows good robustness to the physical
parameters, Re and Rem , with the average iteration counts varying by less than
two iterations on the coarser mesh and by less than five on the finer mesh. However, we again observe the lack of grid-independence of the Diagonal Vanka-based
preconditioner for all combinations of physical parameter choices.
Due to the lack of grid-independence shown by the Diagonal Vanka-based preconditioner, we now consider the Economy Vanka-based preconditioner, which has
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Table 4.3: The average number of preconditioned GMRES iterations required to
reduce the linear residual norm below a relative threshold of 10−4 for the MHD
lid-driven cavity test problem using Diagonal Vanka relaxation with ω = 0.5 for
different values of Re and Rem . The number in parentheses indicates the number of
Newton steps taken to reduce the norm of the nonlinear residual below an absolute
tolerance of 10−8 . Results for the 128 × 128 problem are shown on the left and for
the 1024 × 1024 problem on the right.
128 × 128
Re

Rem

1024 × 1024

1

4

16

64

1

17.8(4)

18.5(4)

18.4(5)

19.0(5)

Rem

1

4

16

64

1

31.0(4)

33.8(4)

34.2(5)

35.6(5)

Re

4

18.0(4)

18.2(4)

18.8(5)

19.3(6)

4

31.5(4)

33.8(4)

35.4(5)

36.0(6)

16

17.8(4)

18.2(4)

18.4(5)

18.5(6)

16

32.2(4)

33.5(4)

34.6(5)

35.3(6)

64

19.0(4)

18.0(5)

18.0(5)

18.7(7)

64

33.8(4)

34.0(5)

33.6(5)

35.9(7)

Table 4.4: The average number of preconditioned GMRES iterations required to
reduce the linear residual norm below a relative threshold of 10−4 for the MHD
lid-driven cavity test problem using Economy Vanka relaxation with ω = 0.5 for
different values of Re and Rem . The number in parentheses indicates the number of
Newton steps taken to reduce the norm of the nonlinear residual below an absolute
tolerance of 10−8 . Results for the 128 × 128 problem are shown on the left and for
the 1024 × 1024 problem on the right.
128 × 128
Re

Rem

1024 × 1024

1

4

16

64

1

8.0(4)

8.0(4)

9.0(5)

10.0(5)

4

7.8(4)

7.2(4)

8.4(5)

10.3(6)

16

7.5(4)

6.8(4)

7.8(5)

64

7.2(4)

8.0(5)

8.2(5)

Rem

1

4

16

64

1

9.5(4)

9.5(4)

10.2(5)

11.4(5)

4

9.2(4)

9.0(4)

9.6(5)

11.3(6)

9.5(6)

16

8.8(4)

8.2(4)

9.2(5)

10.8(6)

10.4(7)

64

8.5(4)

9.4(5)

9.6(5)

12.4(7)

Re

been designed to offer more robustness to mesh refinement as well as lower average
iteration counts than the Diagonal Vanka-based method. The results are shown in
Table 4.4. Here, we have used ω = 0.5 for these experiments, to be consistent with
the parameter choice for the Diagonal Vanka-based method. This method, too,
shows good robustness to the physical parameters, with average iteration counts
varying by about four across the entire range of parameters for both grid sizes
shown. Whereas the average iteration count for the Diagonal Vanka-based preconditioner nearly doubled on the 1024 × 1024, we see a much more mild increase here,
of about only two iterations in the worst case.
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4.4.2

Hartmann Problem

Next, we consider the Hartmann problem on Ω = [− 12 , 12 ]2 . This problem models the
flow of a fluid through a duct with a transverse applied magnetic field, BD = (0, 1)T .
The flow is driven in the x-direction by an externally applied pressure gradient
∂p
∂x

= −G. Furthermore, we assume a channel with insulating walls, and there are

no external forces applied (f = g = 0). In this problem, a key nondimensional
√
parameter is the Hartmann number, Ha = ReRem Sc . The boundary conditions
for this problem are:
u=0

on y = ± 21

u = (u(y), 0)T

on x = ± 12

n × B = n × BD
r=0

on ∂Ω
on ∂Ω,

where u(y) is the x-component of the analytical solution described below.
The analytical solution to this problem is u∗ = (u(y), 0)T , B∗ = (b(y), 1)T ,
p∗ = p(x, y) and r∗ = 0, where
u(y) =

GRe
cosh(yHa)
(1 −
)
2Ha tanh(Ha/2)
cosh(Ha/2)

G sinh(yHa)
− 2y)
(
2Sc sinh(Ha/2)
Sc
p(x, y) = −Gx − b(y)2 .
2
b(y) =

In this study, we keep Sc = 1 and vary the Reynolds and magnetic Reynolds numbers
across a range of values. The pressure gradient, G, is chosen such that the maximum
magnitude of the velocity field is 1. Figure 4.3 shows the error in the computed
solutions for u and B. We observe that both exhibit second-order convergence for
this formulation for different Re and Rem values.
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Figure 4.3: The L2 -norm of the error in the computed velocity solution, ∥u∗ − uh ∥0
and in the computed magnetic field solution, ∥B∗ − Bh ∥0 .
4.4.2.1

Parameter Study

In this section, we again consider the Vanka underrelaxation parameter, ω. Using the
same convergence tolerances as for the lid-driven cavity problem and Re = Rem = 1,
we repeat the same parameter studies as before for the Full and Diagonal Vankabased preconditioners, varying ω from 0.1 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1.
The results for the Full Vanka-based method are shown in Figure 4.4. We see
that, as with the lid-driven cavity problem, the optimal parameter is ω = 0.7 and
that this is independent of the grid size. Here, too, we observe a sharp upper limit
on acceptable ω values that appears to decrease with each grid refinement. These
results are consistent with the parameter studies shown in Chapter 3, from which
similar conclusions are drawn (cf. the top row of Figure 3.2).
The results for the Diagonal Vanka-based preconditioner are shown in Figure 4.5.
Again the results are analogous to those shown for the lid-driven cavity problem.
The optimal parameter, regardless of grid size, is shown to be ω = 0.5. While the
parameter choice is the same for each grid size, the average number of iterations
required increase as the mesh is refined. Thus, as before, the Diagonal Vanka-based
method does not lead to grid-independent performance of the preconditioner.
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Figure 4.4: The average number of preconditioned GMRES iterations required to
reduce the linear residual norm below a relative tolerance of 10−5 for the Hartmann
flow test problem with Re = Rem = 1 using Full Vanka relaxation as ω varies from
0.1 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1. Data points not shown indicate that a linear solve failed
to converge within 50 iterations and the simulation terminated.
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Figure 4.5: The average number of preconditioned GMRES iterations required to
reduce the linear residual norm below a relative tolerance of 10−5 for the Hartmann
flow test problem with Re = Rem = 1 using Diagonal Vanka relaxation as ω varies
from 0.1 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1. Data points not shown indicate that a linear solve
failed to converge within 100 iterations and the simulation terminated.
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Table 4.5: The average number of preconditioned GMRES iterations required to
reduce the linear residual norm below a relative threshold of 10−4 for the Hartmann
flow test problem using Full Vanka relaxation with ω = 0.6 for different values of Re
and Rem . The number in parentheses indicates the number of Newton steps taken
to reduce the norm of the nonlinear residual below an absolute tolerance of 10−8 .
Results for the 128 × 128 problem are shown on the left and for the 1024 × 1024
problem on the right. A value of “x(x)” indicates that Newton’s method broke
down.
128 × 128
Re

Rem

1024 × 1024

1

4

16

1

4.2(4)

4.0(4)

4.0(4)

9.4(5)

4

4.0(4)

3.8(4)

4.2(5)

13.0(6)

16

3.8(4)

3.5(4)

4.2(5)

64

3.8(4)

4.4(5)

4.6(5)

4.4.2.2

64

Rem

1

4

16

1

4.0(4)

3.8(4)

3.5(4)

9.2(5)

4

4.0(4)

3.8(4)

3.8(5)

13.7(6)

x(x)

16

4.0(4)

3.5(4)

3.6(5)

15.0(7)

13.0(7)

64

6.5(4)

6.4(5)

5.0(5)

18.4(7)

Re

64

Robustness to physical parameters and mesh refinement

Here, we consider varying the physical parameters of the problem in the same way
as with the lid-driven cavity problem above. We first consider the Full Vankabased preconditioner, the results for which are summarized in Table 4.5. We see
in these tables that the performance of the algorithm is very robust to this range
of parameter values when Rem < 64, requiring between 3.5 and 4.5 iterations of
GMRES on average to solve each linear system. We do note that for Rem = 64 the
performance of both Newton’s method and the linear solver suffers. In this case, the
initial linearization is solved quickly (6-8 linear iterations), with later linearizations
requiring substantially more iterations. For the case in which Re = 16 and Rem = 64
on the 128 × 128 grid, GMRES fails to solve the second linearized system. Finally,
we note that the performance of the linear solver is largely unaffected by mesh
refinement. In fact, we generally see a slight improvement for Re < 64.
Next we show results for the Diagonal Vanka-based preconditioner in Table 4.6.
As with the lid-driven cavity problem, we see that the average iteration counts do
not scale well with mesh refinement, nearly doubling across the shown grid sizes. As
with Full Vanka, this method struggles as Rem grows large, requiring about twice
as many linear iterations as the other parameter values.
We see in Table 4.7 that the Economy Vanka-based method is able to restore
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Table 4.6: The average number of preconditioned GMRES iterations required to
reduce the linear residual norm below a relative threshold of 10−4 for the Hartmann
flow test problem using Diagonal Vanka relaxation with ω = 0.5 for different values
of Re and Rem . The number in parentheses indicates the number of Newton steps
taken to reduce the norm of the nonlinear residual below an absolute tolerance of
10−8 . Results for the 128 × 128 problem are shown on the left and for the 1024 × 1024
problem on the right. A value of “x(x)” indicates that Newton’s method broke
down.
128 × 128
Re

Rem

1024 × 1024

1

4

16

64

1

16.8(4)

17.5(4)

17.8(4)

30.6(5)

Rem

1

4

16

64

1

28.5(4)

31.2(4)

33.5(4)

66.8(5)

Re

4

17.2(4)

17.8(4)

18.0(5)

31.7(6)

4

29.5(4)

32.5(4)

34.4(5)

60.3(6)

16

17.2(4)

17.2(4)

17.6(5)

29.1(7)

16

30.5(4)

32.2(4)

34.2(5)

70.9(7)

64

18.0(4)

17.4(5)

17.8(5)

x(x)

64

32.5(4)

31.2(5)

34.4(5)

x(x)

Table 4.7: The average number of preconditioned GMRES iterations required to
reduce the linear residual norm below a relative threshold of 10−4 for the Hartmann
flow test problem using Economy Vanka relaxation with ω = 0.5 for different values
of Re and Rem . The number in parentheses indicates the number of Newton steps
taken to reduce the norm of the nonlinear residual below an absolute tolerance of
10−8 . Results for the 128 × 128 problem are shown on the left and for the 1024 × 1024
problem on the right. A value of “x(x)” indicates that Newton’s method broke
down.
128 × 128
Re

Rem

1024 × 1024
Rem

1

4

16

64

1

4

16

64

1

8.8(4)

8.2(4)

7.8(4)

15.2(5)

1

9.2(4)

9.5(4)

10.2(5)

20.6(5)

4

8.2(4)

7.8(4)

8.2(5)

29.0(6)

4

9.8(5)

8.5(4)

9.2(5)

x(x)

16

7.5(4)

7.2(4)

7.8(5)

x(x)

16

9.8(5)

9.6(5)

8.8(5)

x(x)

64

9.0(5)

8.0(5)

7.8(5)

x(x)

64

10.0(5)

10.7(6)

10.0(6)

x(x)

Re

the grid independence, but is likely to fail when Rem = 64. As with the lid-driven
cavity problem, we see only a one or two average iteration increase as the mesh is
refined for those test problems with Rem < 64. In this case, however, the method
fails when Rem = 64 and Re ≥ 16 on the coarser grid and Re ≥ 4 on the finer grid.
The exact cause of this is being investigated and the discovery thereof is included
in the future work on this project.

4.5

Braess-Sarazin Relaxation Methods

With the Vanka methods now thoroughly discussed, we turn our attention to the
Braess-Sarazin-type relaxation methods for this two-constraint system. Using (4.14),
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we proceed directly as in the original algorithm. The “ideal”, or “exact”, BraessSarazin update takes the form:
⎡ ⎤new ⎡ ⎤old ⎡
⎤−1 ⎡ ⎤ ⎡
⎤ ⎡ ⎤old
⎢xû ⎥
⎢xû ⎥
⎢αK̂ B̂ T ⎥ ⎛⎢fû ⎥ ⎢F̂ B̂ T ⎥ ⎢xû ⎥ ⎞
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎜⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎟
⎢ ⎥
⎥ ⎜⎢ ⎥ − ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎟.
=⎢ ⎥ +⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ xp̂ ⎥
⎢ xp̂ ⎥
⎢ B̂
⎥ ⎝⎢ fp̂ ⎥ ⎢B̂ 0 ⎥ ⎢ xp̂ ⎥ ⎠
0
⎣ ⎦
⎣ ⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣ ⎦ ⎣
⎦⎣ ⎦

(4.16)

Here, K̂ is a simple, easily applied preconditioner for F̂ and α is a chosen relaxation
parameter. This update requires the solution of systems of the form
⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡
⎤⎡
⎢αK̂ B̂ T ⎥ ⎢x⎥ ⎢αK̂ 0 ⎥ ⎢I
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢
⎥⎢
⎥⎢
⎢
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢ B̂
⎥ ⎢y ⎥ ⎢ B̂ S ⎥ ⎢0
0
⎣
⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣
⎦⎣

⎡ ⎤
1 −1 T ⎤
⎥⎢ ⎥
α K̂ B̂ ⎥ ⎢x⎥
I

⎡ ⎤
⎢d⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ ⎥,
⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎥ ⎢ y ⎥ ⎢g ⎥
⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

(4.17)

where S = − α1 B̂ K̂ −1 B̂ T is the Schur complement. Solutions of (4.17) are computed
by
1
B̂ K̂ −1 d,
α

(4.18)

1 −1
K̂ (d − B̂ T y).
α

(4.19)

Sy = g −
x=

In practice, (4.18) is not solved exactly — as shown in Chapter 3, symmetric GaussSeidel sweeps were sufficient. For this study, we explicitly form the matrix S for a
given choice of K̂, and we again consider approximately solving (4.18) using a single
sweep of Symmetric (point) Gauss-Seidel (SGS).
Because we are only using the update (4.16) as the relaxation scheme on each
level of a multigrid hierarchy, we are able to choose K̂ to be based on very simple
approximations to F̂ to create an effective preconditioner. In particular, we consider
a diagonal approximation as the preconditioner. The diagonal preconditioner is
given by
K̂ diag = diag(F̂ ).
The method using this preconditioner will be called “Diagonal Braess-Sarazin”. As
in the case of M diag for Diagonal Vanka above, this choice of K̂ leads to a decoupling
of the velocity field from the magnetic field by ignoring all contribution from the
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Figure 4.6: The average number of preconditioned GMRES iterations required to
reduce the linear residual norm below a relative tolerance of 10−5 for the MHD liddriven cavity test problem (left) and the Hartmann flow test problem (right) with
Re = Rem = 1 using Diagonal Braess-Sarazin relaxation as α varies from 1.0 to 3.0
in steps of 0.1. Data points not shown indicate that a linear solve failed to converge
within 200 iterations and the simulation terminated.
matrices Y and Z.
To investigate the performance of the Diagonal Braess-Sarazin preconditioner,
we begin with a parameter study to determine the appropriate value for the BraessSarazin parameter, α. Using the same tolerances as for the Vanka parameter studies
above, we vary α from 1.0 to 3.0 in steps of 0.1. The results for both the MHD
lid-driven cavity and Hartmann flow test problems are shown in Figure 4.6. From
that figure, we see an optimal parameter choice of α = 1.6 for each grid size shown.
However, as with Diagonal Vanka, the average iteration count is not independent of
the mesh size, with several additional iterations required with each refinement.
Similar to the idea of Economy Vanka or of the Block-Diagonal Braess-Sarazin
methods described in the previous chapters, we are working on developing a more
robust version of Braess-Sarazin that is independent of mesh refinement while still
maintaining the computational speed of the Diagonal Braess-Sarazin method. In
particular, we look to combine the ideas of the Braess-Sarazin method with those
of Hiptmair relaxation schemes [51]. We replace the block factorization in Equation
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4.17 with
⎡
⎤ ⎡
⎤⎡
⎢αK̂ B̂ T ⎥ ⎢αK̄ 0 ⎥ ⎢I
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎢
⎥=⎢
⎥⎢
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎢ B̂
⎥ ⎢ B̂ S ⎥ ⎢0
0
⎣
⎦ ⎣
⎦⎣

1 −1 T ⎤
⎥
α K̂ B̂ ⎥

I

⎥,
⎥
⎥
⎦

(4.20)

where S = − α1 B̂ K̂ −1 B̂ T and K̄ is a different preconditioner for F̂ than K̂. In this
case, we will choose K̄ −1 to be approximated using a sweep of Symmetric GaussSeidel, and we will use

⎡
⎤
⎢diag(F )
0 ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥,
K̂ = ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
0
diag
Q
D⎥
⎣
⎦

where QD is the mass matrix corresponding to the lowest-order Nédélec elements.
This approach more closely approximates a Braess-Sarazin approach for the fluid
part of the system and a Hiptmair approach for the magnetics part. The effectiveness
of this strategy is still under investigation and results are pending.

4.6

Conclusions and Future Directions

We have presented extensions of monolithic multigrid preconditioning techniques to
this Lagrange-multiplier formulation. So far, we have shown that using a monolithic
multigrid preconditioner with Full or Economy Vanka relaxation leads to an effective
preconditioner for the Lagrange-multiplier formulation of the resistive MHD model
described here. In particular, we show results for a Hartmann flow and a lid-driven
cavity test problem in two dimensions that demonstrate that this method leads to
convergence of the linear systems in few iterations and is robust to both changes in
physical parameters as well as mesh refinement.
The immediate next step is to finish the development and implementation of the
aforementioned Braess-Sarazin method such that it is suitable to this formulation
of the MHD problem, and to test both families of relaxation schemes in a parallel
computing environment. Following the completion of this, we will incorporate timestepping into the solver code and explore time-dependent test problems, in both two
and three dimensions. Two such examples of test problems in this setting are the
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Kelvin-Helmholtz and the Island Coalescence problems [5, 34, 57, 83]. Then, we will
compare the techniques presented here to the state-of-the-art block-factorization
preconditioners that are widely used [30, 31, 34, 57, 73, 74].
We can also consider extensions to this discretization, as well as others. In
Chapter 2, we considered multigrid preconditioners for DG discretizations of the
Stokes equations. Thus, we will consider the formulation in [48]. In that work, the
fluid variables are discretized using a similar discontinuous Galerkin method using
BDM elements, and the magnetic field is again discretized using the first family
of Nédélec elements. By combining the methods shown in that chapter with those
shown here, we hope to create an effective monolithic multigrid method for the linear
systems arising from this discretization. However, in this case, the extension of the
Vanka method is not straight-forward, as using lowest-order elements for u and B
results in using different order elements for p and r. Additionally, the discretization
of p uses discontinuous elements, which further complicates the construction of the
method. The extension of Braess-Sarazin methods, however, is much simpler. In
two dimensions, edges and faces of an element are the same, and as such, the degrees
of freedom corresponding to the discretized corrections δu and δB on an edge in
the mesh can be collected into a block to define blkDiag(F̂ ) in this case. Then,
Braess-Sarazin only requires the blocked structure of the Jacobian operator, so the
extension thereafter is trivial.
Finally, this and previous work has relied upon the geometric information in the
problem to define both the interpolation operators as well as components of the
relaxation method (e.g. the choice of blocks when forming blkDiag(F̂ )). However,
simulations often use unstructured grids for which the geometric information on
coarse grids might not be available, and thus algebraic approaches to coarsening are
needed. Moreover, the relaxation methods presented here, at a minimum, rely on
the block structure of (4.11) clearly existing at every level of the multigrid hierarchy.
Thus, we require the algebraic coarsening method to preserve the block structure in
such a way that these relaxation techniques are definable at each level in a hierarchy.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Directions
5.1

Concluding Remarks and Thesis Contributions

This thesis focuses on the development of multigrid-based preconditioning strategies
for saddle-point problems. The need for these preconditioners arises from the fact
that saddle-point problems often suffer from poor spectral properties and matrix
structure that is not amenable to the application of traditional multigrid methods.
By tailoring the multigrid method to the application and to the discretization, we
have shown that specialized multigrid preconditioners are effective choices for solving
saddle-point systems.
In the case of the Stokes equations in which a divergence-conforming discretization is considered, we find that the linear systems are exceptionally difficult to solve
with standard approaches to multigrid for the Stokes equations. However, by utilizing W-cycles and strongly coupled relaxation techniques, we are able to efficiently
solve the systems. In the numerical studies, we show that the monolithic multigrid
preconditioner with Block-Diagonal Braess-Sarazin relaxation leads to the fastest
total time to solution. While the monolithic method with Extended Vanka relaxation gives convergence in the fewest iterations of GMRES, the overhead of the block
Gauss-Seidel approach severely outweighs the savings in iteration counts.
Next, we show that monolithic multigrid methods can be extended to finiteelement discretizations of linearizations of a vector-potential formulation of MHD.
By exploiting the geometric information in the problem, we are able to define extensions to the Vanka and Braess-Sarazin methods. In numerical studies, we show
that, again, the Braess-Sarazin-type methods require far less time to solve the linear
systems than do the Vanka-type methods, which generally have the advantage in iteration counts. We also observe here that the diagonal methods that are frequently
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utilized for fluid dynamics applications ignore the essential coupling between the
fluid and magnetic field variables. This is observed to lead to a loss of robustness in
physical regimes in which the magnetic forces are more prevalent. However, we are
able to restore robustness by extending the methods to block-diagonal approaches
that maintain both the essential coupling between variables and computational efficiency.
Finally, we consider a resistive MHD formulation that enforces the solenoidal
constraint on the magnetic field by using a Lagrange multiplier. In this case, we are
able to use the two constraints together to define extensions to the Vanka relaxation
scheme. Specifically, we are able to use this additional constraint in lieu of geometric information to define the blocks for Vanka relaxation method. The Diagonal
Braess-Sarazin method that we use here is also straightforwardly extended from the
previous case by manipulating the blocks of the Jacobian operator at each level in
the multigrid hierarchy. Results using the Vanka relaxation schemes are shown to
lead to good convergence of the linear problems for a wide range of physical parameter choices and across several mesh refinements. However, the work to properly
extend and implement effective Braess-Sarazin-type relaxation schemes is ongoing.
In addition to the written work presented here, this thesis has required the
implementation of these methods as well as a functional multigrid framework for
monolithic multigrid for blocked, coupled systems. The bulk of this code is built
in and around the Trilinos library [50], and has been used to generate the results
presented here and elsewhere. In particular, extended Vanka and Braess-Sarazin
relaxation methods have also been used in the context of liquid crystals simulations
in [2]. As in the studies presented here, Block-Diagonal Braess Sarazin relaxation
is more efficient for the coupled systems considered there than the Vanka relaxation
methods, although both lead to optimally scaling multigrid solution algorithms for
the resulting linearized systems.
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5.2

Future Research

There is much more work to be done. The first extension, as has been noted, is
to time-dependent test problems within the physical models already explored. This
means the addition of mass-matrix terms to the discrete linearizations of the equations with time derivatives. We expect this to only improve the spectral properties
of the resulting operators and, therefore, of the methods presented. Moreover, much
of this work has focused on showing that monolithic multigrid methods can be extended and applied to strongly coupled problems. The next required step is to show
that these methods are competitive with other state-of-the-art preconditioners in
the literature with parallel implementation on modern architectures.
The applications presented here are but a few possibilities for which coupled
multigrid methods could be applied. Another application under the umbrella of
coupled fluid dynamics problems is that of thermally coupled flow, for which block
preconditioning techniques have been studied in [54]. The linear systems in that
application are also of saddle-point type, and, thus, we may think of applying similarly structured monolithic multigrid preconditioners in that context. Moreover,
there exist a variety of other flavors to magnetohydrodynamics simulations, such as
Hall MHD and Extended MHD. The development of effective solver technologies for
these applications is also essential.
In this work, we heavily exploited the geometric information about the domain
as well as the finite-element data when constructing the grid-transfer and relaxation
operators. While some knowledge of the underlying system is necessary for various
aspects of these methods, much of these assumptions can likely be relaxed. In
particular, in order for the Vanka and Braess-Sarazin methods to be sensible on
coarse-grid problems, we must maintain a recognizable blocked structure, (1.1).
Thus, we can move towards a more algebraic multigrid setting by developing gridtransfer operators that lead to such coarse-grid operators. Moreover, additional
work would be needed to extend the block-diagonal methods (i.e., Block-Diagonal
Braess-Sarazin and Economy Vanka) in such a way that ensures that these methods
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are definable and effective on coarse grids.
As an alternative to the Newton-Krylov methods used here, nonlinear multigrid
methods – such as the Full Approximation Scheme (FAS) are an alternative method
to solve the nonlinear system [18, 29, 96]. In principle, nonlinear multigrid methods
should be able to solve the nonlinear system with a computational cost similar to
that of a linear solve by eliminating the outer iteration required by Newton’s method
[1]. This method would have to be extended to be compatible with the formulations
of MHD presented here, and effective relaxation operators for the nonlinear problem
must be designed and implemented.
This thesis has shown that monolithic multigrid methods can be effective preconditioners for saddle-point problems arising in the numerical solution of partial
differential equations. These methods are often underutilized due to the complex
implementation requirements and the fine-tuning that must often be done. However, the results shown above suggest that such an effort may be warranted, as both
Vanka and Braess-Sarazin-based relaxation schemes lead to robust and scalable preconditioners for these types of problems. Though much work has been done in the
course of this thesis to implement the methods detailed above, more is necessary to
unify and optimize a framework for monolithic multigrid that is competitive with
existing multigrid codes. When this is done, we will have another effective tool with
which we can tackle new, bigger, and more complex problems.
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